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REPORT
Of the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly to whom

was referred the subject of the formation of an Ice Bridge

over the St. Lawrence at Quebec.

ORDER OF REFERENCE.

Legislative Assembly.

Monday, 2lst February, 1853.

Resolved,—That a Select Committee composed of Mr. Clapham, The Hon.
Mr. Chabot, Mr. Tessier, Mr. Stuart, and Mr. Dubord, be appointed to take
into consideration and report on the advantages to be derived from, and the means
by which may be obtained, a periodical Ice Bridge across the River St. Lawrence
at Quebec ; and, also, on the importance of erecting Break-waters on the Point
Levi Reef and Beauport Flat, in connection with, and in furtherance of the

aforesaid object, as well as for the protection of the Harbour and general com-
merce of the country ; with power to send for persons, papers, and records.

(Attest,)

W. B. LINDSAY,
Clerk Assembly.

Wednesday, 23rd February, 1858.

Ordered, That the Petition of Dunbar Ross, Esquire, and others, of the City
of Quebec and parts adjacent, be referred to the said Committee.

Wednesday, 9th March, 1853.

Ordered, That it be an Instruction to the said Committee, to make inquiry

on the possibility and practicability of establishing a line of communication by
Steamers between the City of Quebec and the South Shore of the River St. Law-
rence during the winter months, and what would be the best mode of construc-

tion of these Steamers, and of what materials and power, and the probable cost

of the Steamers, and what number would be necessary.
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REPORT.
The Select Committee appointed to take into consideration and report on the

advantages to be derived from, and the means by which may be

obtained, a periodical Ice Bridge across the Eiver St. Lawrence at

Quebec, and other references ; beg* leave to make the following Report.

The occasional loss of life and property, besides the many inconveniences

and difficulties incident to crossing the River St. Lawrence at Quebec, during the

inclemency of our winter months, has, at various times, occupied public attention.

To surmount this great impediment to an advantageous intercommunication

between the opposite shores, and in order to provide for the w7ants of a rapidly

increasing population and commerce, however diverse opinions may have been,

as to the way of altaining the object, a periodical Ice Bridge has hitherto been the

primary point of consideration to which all efforts have been directed.

In the year 1832, by an Act of William 4th, cap. 49, the Legislature of

Lower Canada appropriated certain sums of money with the view of ascertain-

ing the practicability of ensuring the annual formation of an Ice Bridge to the

South Shore, in the manner proposed by Captain John LeBreton, for the reasons

stated in the preamble of the Bill, as follows :
" Whereas the inhabitants of the

" City of Quebec and neighboring parts are greatly benefitted by receiving an
" increased supply of produce whenever the River St. Lawrence is frozen over,
44 (between Quebec and the opposite South Shore) so as to afford for some weeks
44 together, a safe communication between the two shores." And of so much im-

portance w7as the subject even then considered, at a time when the population

and commerce were greatly inferior to their present condition, that an annuity of

£200 per annum was granted to the said projector in the event of success. It

will be seen also by the evidence of Captain Le Breton, taken before a Committee

of the House, presided over by that eminent statesman, Andrew Stuart, Esq.,

on the 7th January, 1832, that the proposed plan and object had been highly

approved of by His Excellency, Sir James Henry Craig, Governor in Chief, at the

time the subject had been fir&t mooted between the years 1807 and 1812. After

trying for some time to accomplish the object, principally by the means of

Ice Anchors and Hawsers to arrest the field ice, and straw and snow water to

cement it, the projector failed in his expectations.

The subject was next taken up in the year 1842, by the Town Council of the

City of Quebec, and on the 25th February a Committee was appointed to take into

consideration "the expediency of devising and adopting measures for the erection

* of one or more Piers in such eligible place or places in the River St. Lawrence,
" as may be most likely to ensure a periodical Ice Bridge between this City and
" Point Levi, for the general advantage of its inhabitants, and of the district of
44 country trading and communicating therewith." After a careful inquiry, founded

as well on personal knowledge, as the evidence of several persons of great practical

experience, the Committee reported in the form of resolutions, adopted unanimously

by the Council, as follows :

—

1st. " Ti:at for the preservation of life and property, and for the encouragement
" of trade and agriculture, and the convenience of the inhabitants of a very

"extensive District of country communicating across the River St. Lawrence
44 between this City and Point Levi, during the winter months, it is highly desirable

44 and expedient that measures should be taken to elfect a regular and periodical

44 stoppage of the ice, so as to form a safe and commodious passage between the

44 two shores of the River at that inclement season of the year."



2nd. "That from long residence in this country, and from general experience
" and observation, combined with the evidence taken of persons resident on both
" sides of the River, of great practical experience on the subject, it is the opinion of

"the Council that the object is perfectly practicable, and at an inconsiderable ex-
" penditure, in comparison with the vast advantages that would be derived there-

« from."

3rd. "That for the furtherance of the object, a petition, based upon the testimony
" aforesaid, be framed and transmitted to His Excellency, the Governor General, to

" be submitted to the Provincial Legislature."

Owing to changes in the Town Council, as well as in the Government, the

matter remained in abeyance until 1845, when, as will be seen in the second

paragraph of a letter from Capt., now Admiral, Boxer, to Your Committee, dated

on the 25th March last, the question was brought before the Legislature, when
the Trinity Board received directions from His Excellency the Governor General,

to report their opinion as to its advantages and practicability. The subject hav-

ing been referred to Capt. Boxer, Mr. Young, and Capt. Alleyn, those Gentlemen
reported on the 4th February, 1845, in which they give, what may be deemed,
weighty reasons for objecting to the erection of piers, or the use of artificial means
for arresting the Ice at Quebec ; inasmuch as by so doing, the probability is, from
the experience of years in which an Ice Bridge has been naturally formed, the

navigation has been delayed several days, whereby goods destined for Montreal

and Western Canada have not reached their destination so early as they might
otherwise have done ; and from the apprehension that a periodical recurrence of

the same, might turn the carrying trade, both into and out of the country, into the

channels furnished by the neighbouring States.

We now approach a period, " when labors more abundant," were bestowed on
the consideration of this very important subject. On the 13th February, 1852, a
Public Meeting of the citizens, regularly convoked for the special object, was
held in this City, and a Committee of several Gentlemen of experience was ap-

pointed to inquire into and report thereon. After several meetings and obtain-

ing the verbal, as well as written opinions and plans of many persons of great

practical knowledge, the Committee called the citizens together on the 14th

April following, and laid before them, in a Report, the result of their investiga-

tions, decidedly favorable to the measure and confirmatory of the views of the City
Council ten years previously ; all which the meeting approved and adopted.
The Committee were further authorized to prosecute their labours before the Legis-
lature by petition, which petition, in connection with all the documents in pos-
session of the City Council and the Committee of citizens, have been^the subjects

of mature consideration.

It would not be doing justice to the subject, and would trench too much on
the time of the House, to give even a brief outline of all the arguments and
opinions adduced before the several Committees, viz : of the City Council and
of the citizens, in a Report of this nature

;
yet, in order that the labours of those

bodies may not be lost to the public, but be available, should there be occasion
at a furture day, Your Committee would respectfully recommend the printing
thereof.

Your Committee have now the honor to report in respect to the order of refer-

ence of the 9th March last, on the motion of the Hon. Mr. Chabot, the Chief
Commissioner of Public Works, that they have examined several persons of
scientific and practical knowledge and experience, whose opinions are favorable
to the object, and in whose views your Committee also coincide. They consider
it but an act of justice to a young and meritorious citizen, Mr. E. W. Sewell, to
state, that the idea of navigating across the St. Lawrence at Quebec during the
winter months, was first suggested by him to the Committee of citizens, by a
plan and letter of the 5th March, 1852, elucidating the subject.



In carrying out an idea incident to the marvellous progress and triumphs of

enterprize and science, but novel in its nature, and attended with no ordinary

difficulties, great prudence and precaution will be necessary to obviate the risk

of failure. Your Committee therefore, while they agree in opinion with the

several practical and scientific persons examined for this purpose, that the

scheme is feasible, deem it advisable, in order to obtain the aid of the greatest

amount of ability and practical knowledge, to recommend that premiums should

be offered to the public, through the press of this City and Montreal, for models,

plans, and specifications of a Steam Vessel,which shall be in all respects adapted

to ply across the River St. Lawrence during the winter months, viz. : for the

best or first prize model, plan, specification and practical suggestions, £50 ; for

the 2nd best, the sum of £30; and for the third, £20.

The success of this measure, of which your Committee see no reason to

doubt, will usher in a new era not only of local but general advantage. It is not

without a sanguine hope that ere long, Ocean Steamers will find it beneficial

to take their departure from England by the 1st of March, so as to arrive here

before the vernal equinox. To this object a harbor of refuge at or near to Trois

Pistoles, and the winter ferry will greatly contribute ; the one by affording a tem-

porary shelter in the event of untoward circumstances, and the other by keeping

the River opposite the City free from obstruction. And even should the River

become frozen over at an earlier period of the winter, the assistance of a power-

ful ferry Steamer, in opening a passage for an Ocean Steamer, would be of great

service in the spring of the year.

In conclusion, Your Committee strongly recommend to Your Honorable

House the present suggestions, and call the attention of the Executive Govern-

ment of the Province to a matter so intimately connected with its general trade

and interests.

The whole nevertheless humbly submitted.

J. G. CLAPHAM,
Chairman.

19th May, 1853.

Petition of Dunbar Ross and others, referred to the Committee.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada, in Parliament

Assembled.

The Petition of the Undersigned, Inhabitants of the City of Quebec, and parts adjacent,

Humbly Sheweth;

That, at a General Meeting of the Inhabitants of the City of Quebec, held on

the 13th day of February last, for the purpose of considering the expediency and
practicability of procuring the formation of an Ice Bridge on the River St. Lawrence,

at or near the City of Quebec, during each Winter, it was unanimously resolved,

That the annual formation of an Ice Bridge at Quebec would be highly advantageous

to the said City, as well as to the surrounding portions of the District; and a Com-
mittee was thereupon named, with instructions to adopt the necessary measures for

ascertaining its practicability and probable cost.

That the Committee so appointed, assiduously prosecuted their inquiries and
investigation for several weeks, and succeeded in obtaining a considerable mass of

evidence from men of science and art, as well as from other persons, whose long

residence in and about Quebec, and whose habits of observation enabled them to

communicate valuable information on the subject.



That it is conclusively established from the evidence above referred to, which

jour Petitioners are ready to lay before your Honorable House, together with the

Plan of the Harbour accompanying the same, that the Ice, in front of the City,

may be easily stopped during the winter months, so as to form a Bridge at a cost

not exceeding £15,000, by the erection of a continuous solid Wharf, extending

from Point Levi shoal to deep water, and an insulated Block or Wharf on the

opposite shore or beach of the River St. Charles, by means of which the open water

channel would be narrowed to the breadth of 950 yards.

That the annual formation of an Ice Bridge will not only be highly advan-

tageous to the Inhabitants of the City of Quebec, but in a much greater degree to

those of the large and populous Counties on the South side of the St. Lawrence,
who are at present absolutely deprived of a Market for many bulky articles, such as

Hay, Straw, Firewood, Ship Timber, &c, w7hich cannot be brought across in Canoes
at any reasonable cost.

That such a Bridge, in the absence of any other of a more durable character,

will be indispensable as a means of access in winter to the Railroads whose termini

are on the South Shore.

That your Petitioners have made the most minute inquiry into the probable

effects of such a Bridge on the Navigation of the St. Lawrence in the Spring of the

year, and are enabled to affirm that there is not the least ground for appehending
that it would impede or delay the opening of the Navigation ; on the contrary,

they are fully satisfied that a Bridge, obtained by artificial means in the commence-
ment of the severe frosts of winter, would be formed of new and thin Ice extending
as far as Cap Rouge, thereby preventing the accumulation of cY.ft Ice, and the jam-
ming of the river at Quebec, in boisterous seasons, which, when they occur, constitute

the most formidable, if not the only obstacles to the opening of the Navigation, as has
been abundantly proved in the instances when the Ice has stopped in thick and
strong conglomerated masses, which could never occur if the Ice were made to form
by artificial means, securing a smooth and thin sheet easily broken up by the high
tides and increased temperature of the spring.

That the Wharfand Block in question would moreover form a Break- water of
immense value for the security of the shipping in the Harbour, and more especially

of rafts of timber and small river craft, all of which sustain very great damage every
season from the frequent gales of easterly wind to which the Harbour of Quebec is

now so much exposed ; and would be eminently adapted for a Railroad Station, in

the event of its being hereafter determined to connect the projected Railroad com-
munication from Quebec to the Atlantic Board with a RailroaJ from Quebec to Mon-
treal on the North Shore, Point Levi Shoal being opposite to the most eligible point of
departure for such a Railroad, namely, the embouchure of the River St. Charles,

from which it must start, in order to avoid the ascent and descent of the high ground
upon which the City of Quebec is situate.

That your Petitioners further submit, as the result of the evidence obtained by
the Committee of the Inhabitants, that the Wharf and Block in question, from
their ready adaptation to the purposes of commerce, in affording space for extensive
yards for deals, staves and all articles of lumber, for the mooring of ships, the
wharfage of coals and bulky articles of import and export and Railroad traffic, would
constitute a very considerable source of Revenue beyond the payment of their

original cost, and that the expense of construction would be much diminished by
the accommodation they would afford to ships discharging ballast, by means of
which the Wharf and Block would be filled up,—the whole of which more amply
appears in the Report of the said Committee to which your Petitioners respectfully

refer.

Wherefore your Petitioners humbly pray, that your Honorable House will be
pleased to take the premises into consideration, and inasmuch as the projected Ice



Bridge would be an object of general convenience, and as the cost of the works
required for its formation are beyond the means of private individuals, and as these

works would moreover greatly benefit the trade and the Revenue of the Province,

your Honorable House would be pleased to adopt such measures as in your wisdom
you may deem fit for carrying into execution the wishes of your Petitioners.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

DUNBAR ROSS, Chairman,
and 394 others.

Quebec, 22nd October, 1852.

Extract from Report of the Standing Committee on Roads and Public Improve-
ments, in the House of Assembly, of the late Province of Lower Canada.

Your Committee having received a proposal from Mr. LeBreton, late Cap-
tain in His Majesty's 60th or Rifle Regiment, and late Deputy Assistant Quarter
Master General in Canada, to cause the Ice to stop before the City of Quebec, by
certain works of his invention, and thus securing the Inhabitants of both shores of
the St. Lawrence during the winter season, at all times in future, all the advantages
which an artificial Bridge from the Lower Town of Quebec to Point Levi would
confer, and this at an expense not exceeding £ . Your Committee deemed this

object also to be of so much public importance, as like the two last mentioned ones,

to require their immediate attention; to ascertain the merits of the scheme proposed
by Mr. LeBreton, they examined two Gentlemen of science and judgment, to whom
Mr. LeBreton had communicated the details of his Plan, respecting its feasibility.

These Gentlemen, reporting favorably on Mr. LeBreton's Plan, Your Committee
would humbly recommend that an appropriation of £300 should be made, to enable

him forthwith to try the same, and in the event of its being successful, that there

should be allowed to him as some remuneration lor so valuable a service, during his

natural life, to be paid to him each and every year that the public obtains an Ice

Bidge between Point Levi and the Lower Town of Quebec, by means of such his

Plans.

The whole, nevertheless, humbly submitted.

ANDREW STUART,
Chairman.

9th January, 1832.

Saturday, 1th January. 1832.

John LeBreton, Esquire, late Captain in His Majesty's 60th or Rifle Regiment,
and late Deputy Assistant Quarter Master General in Canada, called in ; and being inter-

rogated, answered :—I was stationed at, and resided in Quebec, from the year 1807
to the year 1812. I took particular notice in what manner the Ice took opposite

the Town. From the observations I then made, I found it was practicable to make
the Pont take every season. From the remarks I then made, I drew a plan and
submitted it to His Excellency Sir James Henry Craig, then Governor in Chief of
this Province, which I explained to him ; he so fully approved of it, that he said

he would himself subscribe £200 towards its experiment. I also laid it before the

late Honorable Mr. De Lanaudierc, who also approved of it. It was Sir James H.
Craig's intention to submit it to the House of Assembly at the ensuing Session, but

he left the Province in the interval. On reconsidering the subject, and examining

the River minutely, I am of opinion that it can be done for £200 or £300 ; and



the materials used for that purpose could last for twenty years afterwards. At the

suggestion of the Chairman of the Committee, I disclosed the subject, as to the

manner of making the said Pont, to the Reverend Mr. Wilkie, and William Shep-
pard, Esquire, who will give their opinion on the subject.

Question, by the Chairman, to Mr. LeBreton : I presume you would expect
some remuneration if your project turns out to be successful ?—I consider this

matter of so much consequence to the country in general, that I shall be entitled

to such remuneration as the Honorable the Legislature shall deem proper to grant.

William Sheppard, Esquire, called in; and being interrogated, answered:

—

Captain LeBreton has made known to me his plans for making the Ice in the Saint

Lawrence opposite Quebec take, so as to be practicable as a winter Bridge. In
consequence of the information received, I considered the project very practicable,

on making use of fit opportunities of wind and tide.

The Reverend Daniel Wilkie, called in ; and being interrogated, answered:

—

I had occasion to see a plan made by Mr. LeBreton, upon the method of causing

the Ice to take opposite the Town : I think it is highly probable it would succeed.

It is perfectly a new plan, and as far as I know, it has not been tried in any part

of the world. The circumstances of the Ice, and of the current, give great reason

to expect that it would answer the purpose. I wish it to be understood that I am
not acquainted with all the currents that act upon the driftings of the Ice in the

River. Combining the probability of success with the utility of the undertaking, I

think the expense of the experiment would be well laid out.

The Reverend Mr. Demers, called in ; and being interrogated, answered :

—

Captain LeBreton communicated to me the system which he imagined to cause the

Pont before Quebec to take every year. After the explanations he gave me, I

should be led to believe that the means which that Gentleman has invented would
often enough meet with a happy result.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
Committee met

—

\5th March, 1853.

PRESENT

:

John G. Clapham, Esq., Chairman.
Geo. O'Kill Stuart, Esq.
Hypolite Dubord, Esq.

Captain David VaugJian, Shipbuilder, of Quebec, being examined, stated as follows

:

1. I am of opinion that a Vessel may be constructed, so as in all respects

to answer the purpose of traversing the River St. Lawrence between Quebec and
Point Levi during the winter months.

2. Probably a Vessel might be retarded from making her trips regularly, and
even at times, but rarely prevented from making the landing good on the Quebec
side during a heavy gale of easterly wind, when there is generally a great pressure

of ice near the shore and landing place—this might occur in extraordinary cases,

during three or four days in the course of the winter.

3. There will be no difficulty in keeping the landing places clear, except in

the preceding case ; the labour of three or four men, even in severe weather, will

be sufficient for this object.

4. The River below Quebec, when the ice is arrested at Cap Rouge, is

always free to the Ocean, and a Screw Steamer, strongly constructed of wood, and
plated with iron two feet above and three feet below light water mark, may safely

navigate from Quebec to any part of the world during the winter months.
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5. Iron buoys of boiler plate to be placed in the traverse and other parts of

the river, having heavy chains and anchors, (same as in Lake St. Peter and the Lakes
above.) Memo : Captain Vaughan has been 24 years connected with the navigation

of the River in Steamers and other Vessels—a practical man, both Seaman and
Shipwright—in 1837 and 1838, forced the John Bull through the ice to the 12th
December, in the comparatively narrow River Richelieu, when the ice was 6 inches

thick and only 400 feet wide.

Would recommend piers at the narrows below Cap Rouge, one on each side,

the effect of which would be to arrest the field ice, and make a far less objec-

tionable bridge than when it forms from natural causes, whether arising from a gale

of easterly wind, or a jam or degue. Does not think that a bridge formed by the

foregoing means would have the effect of impeding the navigation in spring—deci-

dedly not below Quebec, and the probability is, that in the average of years it would
be earlier above Quebec, through this instrumentality. Thinks that the best means to

ascertain the minutiae, specification, plan and model of a Boat adapted for this pur-

pose, will be to advertise for tenders, and offer premiums, say, £20 for the best

plan, £15 for the 2nd best plan, £10 for the 3rd best plan, and models and specifi-

cations.

By Mr, Dubord,—At what rate does the current run at the traverse, where
you would consider it advisable to place the buoys ?—From 6 to 7 knots per

hour. Considers that the edge of the South Shore in 24 feet at low water, would
be the best place to anchor the buoys, and such place as the buoys are anchored in

the summer season.

Where would you put the Steamer when not plying her trips ?—In the dock

or landing places at each side.

11th March, 1853.

Robt. McCord, Shipbuilder at Wolf's Cove, for Messrs. Gilmour k Co., on being

questioned, says, that he has been in the above employ, during the past twenty-eight

years ; has a general knowledge of the state of the ice during the winter months. Has
no doubt whatever that a Steamer of sufficient strength, power, and adaptation, may be

constructed to navigate between Quebec and Point Levi, and two or three hundred
miles down the river and back, at all times during the winter months. It would

only be a very heavy gale of wind and snow storm that would retard or prevent her

doing so. Does not think there would be any difficulty in securing the Boat at the

landing places, either by day or night. Considers that in order to obtain the ser-

vices of men of science and practical knowledge, as to the best manner of carrying

into operation the proposed object, it would be advisable to advertise for models,

plans, and specifications, with a suitable compensation for such service.

ROBERT McCORD.

Quebec, 18th March, 1853.

Sir,—I yesterday received your communication of the 16th instant, and in

answer beg leave, most respectfully, and with diffidence, to submit my answers to the

four questions therein proposed, as to the mode of crossing the St. Lawrence during

the winter months.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. G. Clapham, Esq., M. P. P.

&c, &c, &c.

House of Assembly,

Quebec.

RT. JULYAN, Captain, R. N.
Assistant Harbor Master,

Quebec.
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1st. Do you think that a Steamer of sufficient strength and of suitable

construction can be built for the purpose of successfully traversing the River St.

Lawrence, between Quebec and Point Levi, during the winter months ?—I am of

opinion that a Steamer might be built and successfully used in crossing to Point

Levi, once or twice a day, at slack ivater, during three, out of the four winter months;

but out of the latter time, I think it may be fairly calculated that there may be from

twenty to thirty days that no Steamer could pass this. When the Railroads come to

the terminus on the south shore, would be attended with great inconvenience both

to passengers and goods, in the loss of time, and would, in my opinion, be a serious

objection to this mode of traverse.

2nd. Will it, in your opinion, be possible, and with a moderate expenditure

to keep the landing places clear of ice on both sides of the River ?—To this question

I should say, it would be difficult, expensive, and uncertain.

3rd. In order to obtain the model, plan and specification for the building

of a Steamer (so adapted) would it be advisable, in your opinion, to advertise

in Canada and the United States, say Boston and New York, for competitors, for

premiums, and what sum respectively for three prizes, say, first, second, and
third, would you consider sufficient encouragement for men of science and exper-

ience to compete for the same ?—To this question I should say, advertise gener-

ally, for a model, plan and specification of a Steamer for the purpose with two
premiums, the 1st £50, 2nd £25, which, I think, would be sufficient encouragement
for competition. There are no men so likely to be efficient for this purpose
as those who are acquainted with the locality, weight and power of the ice in January
and February, and force of the current generally.

4/A. Will you favor the Committee with your opinion as to the possibility

of obtaining a periodical Ice Bridge, and its probable effects on the Navigation
and the Commerce of this District ?—In answer to a part of this question, I beg to

refer you to my letter of the 5th February last, to the Editor of the Quebec Gazette,

attached hereto. My opinion is, if a periodical Ice Bridge could be formed early in the

winter season, (and I believe it to be perfectly practicable) ifmy plan of blocks to be laid

down upon Point Levi shoal, as a nucleus for the ice to form upon, were carried

into effect, you would never have the ice exceeding from two to three feet in thick-

ness. Not as now, when an Ice Bridge takes by natural causes, it is generally in the

month of February, when the ice is at its most solid demensions, and requires more
natural power to get rid of it in the spring. As to an Ice Bridge across to Point
Levi, obstructing the navigation of the St. Lawrence, it can no more do so, than it

does in the River St. Charles, or at Three Rivers, or at Montreal, or on any other

part of the St. Lawrence that may be frozen over yearly. Whenever the natural

cause arrives for the ice to give way, go it must, and nothing can hold it but an
Ice House. As to an Ice Bridge here at Quebec either obstructing or impeding
the trade up or down the St. Lawrence, it is really preposterous for any person to

hold, who is at all acquainted with the cause and effect of ice forming or breaking
up in the Rivers and Lakes of this Province, and is but a futile argument, and not
grounded upon natural and general laws. It is well known, that whether you have
an Ice Bridge here or not, you can have no water communication with Montreal
until the ice breaks up on Lake St. Peter, and which is invariably within twenty-
four hours of the time it breaks up in the little River St. Charles. A simple fact

that ships have been laying at the wharfs here for a fortnight or more, and could
not send a bale of goods to Montreal in consequence of the Lake ice not coming
down.

R. JULYAN.
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Quebec, 21st March, 1853.

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th
instant, requesting me to furnish you with my opinion as to the practicability of

obtaining a periodical Ice Bridge by artificial means, also of building a suitable

Steamer to overcome the difficulties experienced in crossing the St, Lawrence
between Quebec and Point Levy, during the winter months, for the information of

the Committee appointed by the House of Assembly to inquire into this subject.

In reply to which, I beg leave to inform you that, in 1845, the Question of an
Ice Bridge was brought before the House of Assembly, when the Trinity Board
received directions from His Excellency the Governor General to report their opin-

ion as to its advantages and practicability of forming one, which were referred to

myself, Mr. Young, and Captain Alleyn, and I have the honor to enclose a copy of

the Report with the Resolution of the Trinity Board relative to the same, which
was forwarded to the Provincial Secretary for His Excellency's information. Since

that period my former opinion has been fully corroborated by Montreal ships having

been always detained here several days when an Ice Bridge had been formed above,

and six ships were last year detained ten or twelve days from the same cause.

It therefore appears to me it would be very injurious to the commercial inter-

ests of the country to endeavour, by artificial means, to stop the ice, for it must be

clear to every one it would delay the opening of the navigation for a longer period,

which ought in every way to be avoided, as a delay of a few days in the spring might

cause the whole of the produce of Upper Canada and the Lakes above to be sent

through the American Rails and Canals to their Atlantic Ports for transhipment to

the European Markets, instead of being sent through the waters of the St. Lawrence.

I beg also to observe that by the erection of jetties or blocks between Point

Levi and the Beauport shores to ensure the formation of an Ice Bridge, would, by
contracting it, be ruinous to the entrance of the harbour, and also prevent the early

ships which often arrive in the middle of April, from getting a safe berth alongside

the wharves, and no doubt the steamers contracted for by the Government would

arrive much earlier and would be left below without any safe anchorage until the

River was clear of ice. And so anxious have the merchants of Quebec been for the

opening of the Navigation, when an Ice Bridge had been formed at Cap Rouge, that

applications have been made several times, both to the Military authorities and

myself, to blow up the Key at that place, for that purpose.

It appears to me also of importance that no further steps should be taken in

this matter until the question with regard to bridging the St. Lawrence near Quebec,

either by a Suspension Bridge or otherwise, is decided, a Bill being now before the

House for the establishment of a Company for that purpose, and I have the honor

to enclose, for the information of the Committee, a copy of a letter I received from

one of the first Engineers in England on this subject.

The answers to the questions submitted to me for the building of a Steamboat

to cross the St. Lawrence in winter, between Quebec and Point Levi, are also enclosed.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Respectfully your obedient servant,

EDWARD BOXER,
J. G. Clapham, Esquire, M. P. P.,

Chairman of the Committee.

P. S.—I beg also to refer the Committee to the Report of the Harbour Com-

missioners, which relates to the Ice Bridge, printed for the information of the House

of Assembly.
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Trinity Board's Report on the Ice Bridge to he formed at Quebec across the St. Lawrence.

(Copy, E. B.)

Quebec, Uh February, 1845.

Gentlemen,—The Board having called upon us to report our Professional

opinion as to what effect the proposed Ice Bridges would have on the Navigation

of the River St. Lawrence, should artificial means be adopted (by the erection of

Piers) to effect that object, and having given this subject our serious consideration,

it being of great importance to the Trade of the country that the Navigation should

be opened as early as possible in the Spring, and having examined the minutes of

the Trinity House as to the opening of the Navigation and other records as to

fixing of the Ice, we find when an Ice Bridge had been formed the Navigation had
been closed much later, for it must be observed that the detention of the Ice ever

in one tide adds greatly to its accumulation above Quebec, the ebb tide running

seven hours, and the flood only five, which, in our opinion, would make it of longer

continuance if stopped in the early part of winter, and would still lengthen the

time for the opening of the Navigation, which must always be of the greatest im-

portance, not only to the Trade of the country, but also in naval operations in the

event of hostilities, particularly as steamboats would then cross the Atlantic in a much
shorter time, and be early in the lower part of the River, ready to move up imme-
diately the Ice gave way.

It is also necessary to observe that, by the stoppage of the Ice, a large column of

backwater is kept upwards in the Spring, in consequence of the great thaws taking

place in the Rivers and Lakes above, by which much loss and damage to property is

frequently occasioned, and the results would, of course, be seriously increased by
the formation of an Ice Bridge at Three Rivers.

In illustration of the points, we beg to advert to the season of 1843, when the

Great Britain and three other ships arrived between the 18th and 22nd of April,

and the first steamboat from Montreal on the 5th of May, the bridge having given

way on the 3rd, the Geat Britain being bound to Montreal suffered a delay of 12
days, and was, with the three other ships, in great danger ; two of them, when the

ice gave way, were driven on shore and suffered considerable injury, and would in

all probability have been lost had it been bad weather ; in the same season (from

the great rise of water above the Ice Bridge) great damage was sustained in the

neigbourhood of Three Rivers, the rise water not having its usual outlet.

We are therefore of opinion, under the above circumstances, that artificial means
ought not to be adopted to stop the Ice in the winter months.

We have &c,

(Signed,) EDWARD BOXER,
RICHARD J. ALLEYN,

" ROBERT YOUNG,
The Master &c,

Trinity House, Quebec.

Trinity Board, Mh February, 1845.

The following Resolution was adopted :

—

Resolved,—That the Report of Captains Boxer, Alleyn, and Mr. Young be
received as containing the opinion of this Board, who further consider that the

using of artificial means for stopping the ice would be a very dangerous experiment.

Copy of a letter from Captain Moorsom, Engineer, to Captain Boxer, on the

building of a Bridge across the St. Lawrence near Quebec.
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17J Great George Street
Westminster, 3rd June^ 1851.

(Copy, E. B.)

Dear Captain Boxer,—Sir James Kemp has drawn my attention to a para-

graph in the Quebec Gazette, by which I perceive you are prominent in advancing
the project for building a Bridge over the St. Lawrence at or near Quebec, and on
looking over the paper in the way the matter is mentioned, it is evident a Suspen-
sion Bridge is contemplated.

Since you and I met at Halifax I have been engaged as Chief Engineer in con-

structing some of the most important Railways and the largest Bridges in these

kingdoms, (models of two of which are now in the Exhibition here) and I have
received from the Prussian Government a prize for my designs of the largest bridge

of the kind in the world, proposed to be built over the Rhine at Cologne, for which
designs there were 62 competitors, Engineers of all Nations. I think, therefore, I

have some ground of experience for writing to you.

My opinion is, that you ought not to have a Suspension Bridge at all
;
you are

going to have Quebec made the terminus of the most important Railway in British

North America ; it will be of infinite value to the City to have the terminal station

of the Railway in the City and not on the Levi Shore, and the only way you can

ensure this is by having a bridge capable of carrying locomotives. This no Sus-

pension Bridge can do, we have tried it repeatedly in the United Kingdom. My
Prussian designs (which are for a bridge 2015 feet long and 147 feet extreme height)

accomplished this with spans of 600 feet, and I believe I could, for a moderate
amount, construct a bridge of like character at Quebec, where I have been and have
my notes of the locality.

If this general outline of my views is satisfactory to you, and your friends like

to refer to me, I can go more into detail, but you may depend upon it, no officers

of Government (to which I see the Gazette alludes as the parties to inquire into this

matter) are calculated, from their limited experience, to look a thing of this kind
boldly in the face, and if you trust to that source only, you will fail.

Believe me, very truly yours,

(Signed,) W. S. MOORSOM.

Answers to the questions submitted to me by the Committee, for my opinion

as to the practicability of building a steamboat to cross the St. Lawrence between
Quebec and Point Levi, during the winter months.

1. Do you think, that a steamer of sufficient strength and suitable con-

struction, can be built for the purpose of successfully traversing the River

St. Lawrence between Quebec and Point Levy during the winter months ?

—

I am decidedly of opinion, that a steamboat could be built with sufficient

strength and power that could successfully cross the River between Quebec and

Point Levy during the winter months, which boat, during the open season, by
having great power, would be of the greatest service to the trade by being employed

as a tow-boat or any other purposes that might be required.

2. Will it, in your opinion, be possible and with a moderate expenditure,

to keep the landing places clear of Ice on both sides of the River ? I

am of opinion, with a very moderate expense (which the Corporation would,

I am satisfied, willingly pay) the landing place could be kept quite clear,

except in very strong gales from the eastward, the tide running close home to the
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wharves on the City side, which prevents the formation of batteures, but it would
require two wharves to be built on the Point Levy side into deep water for that

purpose, leaving a space of about 150 feet between them, and as those wharves
would be very useful to the Trade in the open season, deep water wharves being
much required on that side, they would, I am satisfied, pay well for the expense of
building.

3. In order to obtain the model, plan and specification for the building of a
Steamer, (so adapted) would it be advisable, in your opinion, to advertise in Canada
and the United States, say Boston and New York, for competitors for premiums,
and what sum respectively for three prizes, say : first, second and third, would you
consider sufficient encouragement for men of science and experience to compete for

the same ? I am of opinion it would be advisable that a premium, say ; £50, £30
and £20, should be offered to obtain a model, with plans and specifications for build-

ing such a vessel ; as vessels of that description might successfully be employed in

many parts of the River above and the Lakes in the winter months, when the Ice is

not fixed.

I beg respectfully to inform the Committee that my attention was first called

to this subject by an American Gentleman last winter, who informed me that if the

Corporation would give him encouragement, he would at once, at his own expense,
build a vessel for that purpose, and since that period I have watched the Ice very
particularly, which has satisfied me of its practicability.

EDWARD BOXER, R. K,
Captain of the Port and Harbour Master.

Toronto, 14th April, 1853.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Badgley having forwarded me a copy of the proceedings of
the Legislative Assembly of the 18th instant, for the purpose of directing my atten-

to your motion for a Committee to consider the advantage of a permanent Ice Bridge,

Breakwater, &c, a subject which happened to have engaged my attention upwards
of 20 years since, and to which, during Mr. Badgley 's late visit here I have referred.

You will not, I trust, deem it too great a trespass, to offer a few remarks on so inter-

esting and important a subject.

You perhaps recollect the circumstance of my having resided, during a period

of nearly ten years, at Freemasons Hall, Buade Street, Upper Town, one of the most
commanding positions from which to view, during the long winters, the effects of the

currents and the winds upon the floating Ice constantly borne up and down by the

flowing and receding tides, and which invariably left the impression on my mind
that very little expense and assistance would be required to insure an Ice Bridge

;

not, however, by means of a breakwater at the Beauport Flats, or the Reef at Point

Levy, but at the extreme end of the reef at the south-west point of the Island of
Orleans. A barrier in this position would be formed at once effectual in preventing

the descent of those extensive fields of Ice which are constantly sweeping round the

Beauport Flats and shoals of the Island ere they pass down the River. A breakwater

at the Point Levi Reef would doubtless not only prove a great auxiliary as well as

a means of protection to the eastward for vessels which may arrive ere the Bridge
had broken up, but would, at the same time, greatly enhance the importance of that

vicinity for commercial purposes generally.

With regard to Beauport Flats improvement, you perhaps recollect a sugges-

tion thrown out in the Quebec Mercury about the time above referred to, for the

construction of a Stone Pier to extend from the easternmost wharf directly across

the River St. Charles, both with a view to reclaiming for the extension of the Lower
Town, and also the permanent advantage of a Floating Dock which, by means of a
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Bingle lock, might thus be afforded to an almost unlimited extent. At a time when
a North Shore Railway is suggested, which can only approach the commercial part

of the City, through the valley of the St. Charles, these highly important improve-

ments must and will take place.

It only remains to remark that, had the suggestion above referred to been carried

out, and had the ballast annually thrown into the River since that period, been re-

ceived in Lighters and deposited within the proposed pier or esplanade, the Beau-

port Flars by this time would have formed a series of magnificient streets. Under

the present favorable auspicies, however, it is to be hoped that you may succeed in

obtaining Legislative assistance in carrying out your praiseworthy and noble design,

and that in future the bed of the River St. Charles rather than that of the St.

Lawrence into which so much wealth has been heretofore cast, may be adopted as

a receptacle or ballast-ground.

The claims of the ancient Capital in these particulars, it must be admitted, have

hitherto commanded scarcely any attention.

The City of Montreal has been more fortunate, and even in this City the sub-

ject of constructing an esplanade of similar extent to that under consideration by the

Corporation, is decided upon and to be executed during the present season. A sketch

of this I have the pleasure to enclose.

Under the present prospects of direct Steam Navigation to Europe, and of in-

creased demand for shipbuilding, a branch of Trade peculiarly belonging to

Quebec, although never sufficiently fostered, the day may not be distant when that

City will rival in these particulars New York and St. Petersburg.

I am truly

Your's respectfully,

WILLIAM REES.

J. G. Clapham, Esquire, M. P. P.,

&c, &c, Quebec.

Mr. T. C. Lee^ Shipbuilder^ St. Rochs, Quebec.

Ques. 1. Do you think that a Steamer of sufficient strength and of suitable

construction, can be built for the purpose of successfully traversing the River St.

Lawrence between Quebec and Point Levi during the winter months ?—Yes.

2. Will it, in your opinion, be possible and with a moderate expenditure, to

keep the landing places clear of Ice on both sides of the River ?—Yes.

3. In order to obtain the model, plan and specification for the building

of a Steamer (so adapted) would it be advisable, in your opinion, to advertise in

Canada and the United States, say, Boston and New York, for competitors for pre-

miums, and what sum respectively for three prizes, say, first, second, and third, would

you consider sufficient encouragement for men of science and experience to compete

for the same ?—Advertisements in Canada I should say would be sufficient—there

is enough talent in the country without going to the United States—I would recom-

mend the first prize to be £75, the second £50, and the third £25.

4 Will you favor the Committee with your opinion, as to the possibility of

obtaining a periodical Ice Bridge, and its probable effects on the Navigation and the

commerce of this district ?—I am decidedly opposed to an Ice Bridge, because

I consider it would retard the Navigation. I have noticed when it does form that the

Navigation is retarded. I consider the Steamer would answer every purpose.
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Schedule of Documents accompanying theforegoing Report.

No.. 1.—Copy of the Report of a Committee of the City Council, on the subject of

an Ice Bridge. Dated \2th September, 1842.

No. 2.—Copy of a Letter addressed by Willliam Henderson, Esq., to J. G,

Clapham, Esq. Dated Frampton, 8th March, 1842.

No. 3.—Memoranda submitted to the Committee appointed by the Citizens of

Quebec, to inquire into the practicability of forming an Ice Bridge in front

of the City, by William Henderson. Dated Quebec, 22nd February, 1852.

No. 4.—Letter from H. N. Patton. Dated Point Levy, 21st February, 1852.

No. 5.—Letter from J. G. Clapham, Esq. Dated Quebec, 21st February, 1852.

No. 6.—Letter from Michael Scott, Esq. Dated Quebec, 25th February, 1852.

No. 7.—Letter from Captain John Lambly, late Harbour Master. Dated
Beauport, 22nd February, 1852. With three Plans.

No. 8.—Letter from Mr. J. Gourdeau, Superintendent of Pilots. Dated 21st

February, 1852.

No. 9.—Letter from E. B. Lindsay, Esq., Clerk Trinity House, Quebec. Dated
Trinity House, Quebec, 1st March, 1852.

No. 10.—Letter from Captain John Lambly. Dated Beauport, 28th February,

1852, with a Sketch.

No. 11.—Letter from Captain John Lambly. Dated Beauport, 28th February,

1852.

No. 12.—Remarks in reply to the Circular of the Committee, by Henry Atkinson,

Esq. Dated Quebec, 25th February, 1852.

No. 13.—Letter from Captain D. Vaughan. Dated Quebec, 5th March, 1852.

No. 14.—Letter from E. W. Sewell, Esq. Dated Etchemin, 5th March, 1852
;

with a Section of a Steamboat.

No. 15.—Letter from Mons. F. E. Verrault. Dated Point Levi, 28th February,

1852.

No. 16.—Sketch of a proposed Bridge of Ropes to stop the Ice.

No. 17.—Remarks by Capt. Julyan, Assistant Harbour Master. Dated Quebec,

8th March, 1852.

No. 18.—Calculations of the cost of erecting Blocks.

No. 19.—Remarks on the probability of an Ice Bridge retarding the opening of

the navigation, by W. H. A. Davies.

No. 20.—Letter from William Patton, Esq.

No. 21.— Calculations of the cost of erecting Wharf, by William Henderson, Esq.

Dated Quebec, Mth March, 1852.

No. 22.—Letter from Captain John Lambly. Dated Beauport, 18th March, 1852.

No. 23.—Plans and Explanation of Method of stopping Ice, by Geo. Henderson,

Esq.

No. 24.—Letter from Captain Julyan.

No. 25.— Proceedings of a Public Meeting of the Citizens of Quebec, and a

Committee appointed thereat ; also the Report of that Committee. Dated

Uth April, 1852.
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No. 1.

Report of a Committee of the City Council on the subject of an Ice Bridge.

September 12th, 1852.

PRESENT

:

Alderman Morrin,
Alderman Munn,
Councillor Clapham,
Councillor Clapham in the Chair.

Your Committee, to whom instruction was given on the 25th February last to

take into consideration " the expediency of devising and adopting measures for the

erection of one or more Piers in such eligible place or places in the River St- Law-
rence as may be most likely to ensure a periodical Ice Bridge between this City and
Point Levi, for the general advantage j^of its inhabitants, and of the District of
Country communicating and trading therewith," have the honor to report to the

Council that, in order to be the better enabled to form an opinion on the matter
referred to them, they have called before them and examined Gentlemen, who from
their long residence on either side of the River in the immediate vicinity of this City

and Point Levy, and the circumstances and position in which they have been placed,

were considered to possess the best information on the subject. The following is

the evidence obtained from them :

—

Captain Lambly, late Harbour Master, appeared before the Committee and
stated, that he did not consider that the Ice taking early in the winter would tend

to retard the period of its departure in the following spring. He thinks it would go
with the first spring tides, and would not impede the navigation. That as the

battures on the Beauport Flats will always take, a wharf built on the reef at Point

Levi would be sufficient to stop the Ice, as represented by a diagram submitted by
him. He considers an Ice Bridge would be of great advantage to the City and
adjoining country, inasmuch as a direct communication from Quebec to the United

States would be kept up during the winter, and that a trade would eventually be

formed during that season, to an extent of which we can now form no conception.

James McKenzie, Esq., for a great many years resident at Point Levi, and pro-

prietor of steamboats and other extensive property there, considers that an Ice

Bridge would be of great public benefit to Town and Country ; also that the object is

practicable and can be attained at no very great expense.

A wharf of considerable dimension and great solidity, built upon a reef which
extends from Point Levi to a distance of about fifteen acres into the channel from

high water mark, at which extreme point there is not more than fifteen feet at low

water, would cause the batture to remain solid and form a key. The wharf, in sum-
mer, would form a breakwater to the Harbour and a protection to the trade, and
produce a revenue equal to that of any private wharf in proportion to its dimensions.

The wharf ought to be built of square timber, and planked outside with five inch

oak plank from low water to the extremites of the wharf, of dimensions of not less

than one hundred feet wide at the extremities, and reduced to fifty feet at the shore.

The cost of the undertaking, at the present low price of materials and labor, would
not exceed seven thousand pounds. Does not consider any wharf necessary on the

Beauport Shoals, as the battures form there without any assistance from art, by the

taking of the North Channel between the Island of Orleans and the Montmorenci Falls,

which always causes the battures to take to a great distance into the main channel

of the River, and is the main key to the formation of an Ice Bridge. Docs not con-

sider that a periodical Ice Bridge would affect or retard the opening of the Naviga-

tion of the River, on account of the North Channel being the main key ; when that

breaks up, the Ice Bridge would be free. Does not recollect in any instance, a

greater space of time than forty-eight hours between the breaking up of the Ice on
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the Beauport Shoals, the River St. Charles, and the ice on Lake St. Peter, so that it

may be said that the Navigation at these points opens simultaneously. Considers

that if the formation of an Ice Bridge was assisted by the proposed wharf, the

thickness of the Ice generally would be much less than it is when it takes naturally

from easterly wind and a jamb. Being asked if he had known accidents to occur

in crossing in winter, replied that they very frequently occurred, and on one occa-

sion he had seen a canoe with eighteen persons on board cut in two, and overwhelmed
in the Ice ; fourteen persons in her were drowned —a fortnight before, two others

were drowned ; on one occasion, in crossing himselfin a canoe, in company with three

other canoes, three were smashed to pieces, and he narrowly escaped on a piece of Ice

two inches thick—on many days loaded canoes cannot pass with safety, by which the

trade is materially injured, and people are put to great trouble and expense. The
present difficulty in crossing is a great discouragement to agriculture and trade on
the other side, and is a subject of universal complaint. When the River takes

naturally, thousands of persons come to market and cross the Biver, who are deterred

from doing so on other occasions.

Gfeorge Arnold, JRkqn who was present when the foregoing testimony was given,

being asked his opinion on the subject, replied that he fully corroborated all that

Mr. McKenzie had said.

William Henderson, Esq., of Frampton—I have resided in Canada since a boy,

upwards of forty-three years, of which period seven years at Montreal, thirty-two

years at Quebec, and the last four years at Frampton, where I have had an interest

for the last twenty years. The inhabitants of Frampton in common with all other

residents on the south side of the Biver, would be greatly benefitted by having air

Ice Bridge to Quebec. The greater proportion of their produce consists of bulky
articles, such as Hay, Straw, Wood, &c, which cannot be transported to market by
canoes at any expense such articles are calculated to bear, and consequently ar£

entirely lost or not produced to the extent that the prospect of a ready market must
induce, and even on less bulky articles, such as Pork, Beef, Live Stock, and Grain,

the cost of transport in canoes, expenses, and detention at Point Levy, operate so-

heavily as to render the Quebec market a kind of dernier resort when people must
send their prodnce only when reduced to the necessity of making a considerable

sacrifice. The facility, and above all the certainty of having an Ice Bridge if even
for a limited period during the winter months, would remove all these difficulties,

and encourage a vast increase to these marketable commodities—the natural result

would be a very great decline of prices upon articles of the very first necessity, in the

Quebec market, for the south shore can certainly more than double the amount of
these articles in this market if they could get at it while the winter roads are good,
and the products of their industry are ready for market ; I mean that the excess
thus brought into market would be at least equal to all that is now brought into

from the north shore, and perhaps much more. The result to the citizens of Quebec
would be, that it is probable the whole cost of stopping the Ice might be saved in

one or at most in two years. The undertaking should be made by the Corporation and
money borrowed to construct the necessary wharfs ; a reasonable toll upon the pro-
duce transported over the Ice Road would amply pay the interest of the money bor-

rowed, and afford sufficient surplus to pay off the principal at no distant period. No
one at all conversant with this branch of commerce will be inclined to dispute such
results

;
provided only that an Ice Bridge can be made on such principles as demand

no very extensive annual outlays after it is once effected. It is highly probable

that the Ice Bridge might be made to take every year by means of chains supported

by logs and held by strong mooring anchors and chains ; but the expense of placing

and removing these annually would be very great, and the danger of losing them
when the Ice breaks up still greater, involving perhaps the total cost annually which
no moderate toll could repay. Therefore a permanent annual Ice Bridge can only

B«3
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be expected by constructing wharfs so as to confine the river within such narrow
bounds as to force the Ice to accumulate and take early in the season, before it ac-

quires such massive thickness as might render its flux and reflux with the tide irresis-

tible. Every person who recollects Quebec so long as I do, must have observed the

effects of the wharfs built during that period in this City, not only upon battures at

the entrance of the River St. Charles, but also in front of the wharfs themselves.

The batture is now annually covered with firm ice to more than double the distance

from the Beauport shoals that it attained previous to the year 1815-16 ; and whereas

formerly no Ice ever stopt in front of the wharfs, now it frequently extends several

hundred yards from the wharfs, either in a solid sheet or a strong pack,removeable

only by hard gales of wind. Hence it may, I think, be safely concluded that to

secure an annual Ice Bridge, nothing more is required than a similar key to confine

the River and hold the Ice on the opposite shore. I do not conceive that any wharfs

are required or would at all be available, or even aiding to this end, constructed on

the batture in front of the River St. Charles. But that this end could only be

attained, and cannot otherwise be attained but by the construction of a wharf or

several wharfs on a connected line extending from Point Levy upon and to the end

of the batture in front ot it, at once forming a perpendicular and direct stop to the

ice in its natural channel of descent, and narrowing the channel between it and the

firm ice on the opposite batture, so greatly as to render the stopping of the Ice in all

human probability beyond a doubt. The expense of this undertaking could not be

.estimated with any degree of certainty, until the batture has been regularly surveyed,

the soundings and nature of the bottom fully ascertained, and the strength and set-

tings of the currents correctly given by some competent person. There are many
persons in Quebec fully competent to this survey, and as the expense at most could

not exceed one hundred pounds or so, no time ought to be lost in acquiring this

important knowledge, and no money could be better employed than in its attainment.

If such a survey is to be undertaken, it should be immediately while the season

permits it to be done with ease and accuracy.

Pierre Pelletier, Esq.^ of the City of Quebec.—Has resided in this City thirty-

two years, during which he has been engaged in an extensive domestic trade,

as well as with the Seigniories and Townships on the south side of the St. Lawrence,

and also with the State of Maine. Has often been cognizant of very afflicting cir-

cumstances attendant upon the passage of the River during the winter months

;

sometimes arising from the entire destruction of canoes laden with goods and

passengers, and loss of life and property, and also of sickness and deaths arising

from long exposure on the passage. Is convinced that the delays often incident to

the passage, and great expense attendant thereupon, combined with the frequent

danger of crossing, operate very prejudicially to the trade of this City, and to the

interest of the traders and greater bulk of the inhabitants of the south shore. Has
heard great complaints upon the subject, and much regret on the part of the inhabit-

ants that so great a barrier should exist for so long a period of the year when travelling

is otherwise generally good, and at a time when the suspension of agriculture enable

them to come from remote quarters to this market with their surplus products and

commodities. Believes that a periodical Ice Bridge would tend to promote industry

and be a great boon to the people on the south shore. Many articles of a bulky nature

would be brought to market with advantage to the producer and consumer which

are now lost and destroyed. Whenever the Ice takes, great joy pervades all classes

on both sides of the River, the intercourse is more than ten-fold greater, and life and

activity are diffused into the mind. Has heard very experienced persons express

their opinions that it could be quite easy to stop the Ice at an early period of every

winter, and that it would not be attended with great expense, also that the wharf

or wharfs necessary to effect the object, would pay good interest for the outlay. Is

opinion that inasmuch as the projected work would be for the benefit of a great
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extent of country, as well as for this City, notwithstanding the measure does originate

here, that the work ought to be done by the Province and the revenues applied to

its benefit.

Your Committee, while they coincide in the opinions expressed in the above
evidence as regards the expediency of measures being taken for effecting the con-

struction of an Ice Bridge, and of the practicability of the same, by the plan generally

recommended therein, viz : the erection of a wharf or pier on the reef at Point
Levi, as marked in the diagram submitted by Captain Lambly, differ, however, from
William Henderson, Esq., in his opinion, that the work should be undertaken by
the Corporation of Quebec, and consider that inasmuch as the work is intended for

the benefit of a very extensive District of Country trading to this City, reaching as

far as the most remote part of the Eastern Townships on the one side, and the

Eastern Provinces on the other, it ought to be effected at the expense of the United
Province, and the revenue that might arise from the wharf applied for the benefit

of the Province. Your Committee have therefore adopted the following Resolutions,

which they beg respectfully to submit to the Council for their consideration and
adoption.

1. That for the preservation of life and property, and for the encouragement of
trade and agriculture and the convenience of the inhabitants of a Yery extensive

District of Country communicating across the River St. Lawrence between this City
and Point Levy during the winter months, it is highly desirable and expedient that

measures should be taken to effect a regular and periodical stoppage of the Ice, so

as to form a safe and commodious passage between the two shores of the River at

that inclement season of the year.

2. That from long residence in this Country, and from general experience and
observation combined with the evidence taken of persons resident on both sides of
the River of great practical experience on the subject, it is the opinion of the Coun-
cil that the object is perfectly practicable, and at an inconsiderable expenditure in

comparison with the vast advantages that would be derived therefrom.

3. That for the furtherance of the object, a Petition, based upon the testimony
aforesaid, be framed and transmitted to His Excellency the Governor General, to be
submitted to the Provincial Legislature.

All which, however, humbly submitted.

(Signed,) JOHN G. CLAPHAM,
Chairman of Committee.

A true copy of the original remaining of record in my office.

F. Garneau, City Clerk.

No. 2.

Copy of a Letter from W. Henderson, Esquire, to J. G. Clapham, Esquire.

Frampton, 8th March, 1842.

My dear Sir,—As you have very obligingly expressed a wish that I should

state to you my opinion respecting the proposed Ice Bridge at Quebec, I shall

endeavor to do so, although I am not aware that I can suggest anything different

from what you have proposed, as reported in the proceedings of the Town Council.

Notwithstanding the very illiberal remarks ofsome of the members of the Council,

I will venture to assert that an Ice Bridge to communicate with the South Shore,

would be of the very utmost importance as well to the City, as the country on this side.

Large quantities of hay is annually lost or thrown away for want of a Market, and

of course much less produced than would be, if it could be disposed of. As for fire
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wood, no one thinks of taking it to Market. Many thousand acres of hard wood
may be found within a convenient distance from the St Lawrence, which would be

brought to Market, if it could be carted across the Ice. The price of taking over

knees for ship building in winter is from Is. 3d. to 7s. 6d., according to their size:

that is to say, fully as much as the cost of cutting down and carting to Point Levi.

Nor is it in these bulky articles alone that the inhabitants of the South Shore

are deprived of a Market, and the Town of a more abundant supply. The loss of

time, expense of the Farmers and their horses at Point Levi, danger, delays and
heavy expense of ferrying in canoes, discourages any attempt to bring produce from

a distance, and operates as a check to agriculture in all its branches.

If the inhabitants on the South Shore do not themselves come forward to

petition, it is because in the first place, they depend upon the Corporation of Quebec,

as much interested as themselves, and much more likely to succeed in any measure

of this kind, and moreover, because considering the total neglect and injustice ever

exhibited against this section of the Province, they have no hopes of succeeding in

obtaining any share of the Government patronage to any object however important,

that might entitle them to a portion of the public revenue, they so largely contri-

bute to, dedicated as it is wholly to the advantage and embellishment of the West.

The object of stopping the Ice, so as to form a Bridge between Quebec and
the South Shore, in winter, has employed my thoughts for many years. Many
schemes at various times have been proposed, such as chaining booms across

;

arresting the Ice by detached masses &c, &c, and even the absurd idea of a chain

bridge supported by iron pillars ! Iron pillars in 20 fathoms water, to be raised

200 feet above its level, and chains to reach a mile ! ! Of what size must these be ?

And what power to raise them, or when raised to keep them in their places. A
permanent bridge is an evident absurdity, an undertaking all the wealth and all the

talent of London itself could not accomplish.

If the thing is at all to be accomplished, it can only be by confining the

current by wharves on each side, so constructed as to throw the Ice from one side

to the other, and thus produce a jamb so firm as to permit it to freeze before the

force of the current swept it back. And this I firmly believe would be produced
by covering the extensive shoal running in a direction across the River from Point

Levi with three, four, or more wharves, the external one so constructed as to give

the Ice a direction across the River to the shoal below the River St. Charles, where
another Wharf would be required to arrest and stop it. Several small wharves

would answer better than a single extensive one, as the Ice would speedily take

between them, serving as a base for further accumulation ; whereas a single one,

would only slide it off.

The expense would probably be considerable, but it is also very likely that the

wharves would pay their own cost, either by being used for the lumber trade or for

public purposes, such as a lazaretto, Marine Hospital &c.

Upon the whole I think your plan good—the cost compared with the extensive

benefit to be obtained, trifling, and the work, if carried into execution, of immense
advantage towards and affording labor to a portion of the immigration likely to

established themselves in this district, where such encouragement is highly desirable

on that very account alone.

Whatever may be the result of your proposition, the inhabitants of the South

Shore are deeply indebted to you on this, as on many former occasions where you
have stepped out on their behalf. You will pardon me, if I add, nevertheless, a hope

that you would sometimes turn your eyes from the West side of the Chaudiere, and

throw a glance upon the East, where you will also find an extensive and fine tract

of Land deserving of much more notice than it has hitherto obtained.

I am, my dear Sir,

Your faithful humble servant,

To J. G. Clapham, Esquire. (Signed,) W. HENDERSON.
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No. 3.

Memoranda submitted to the Committee appointed by the Citizens of Quebec to

inquire into the practicability of forming an Ice Bridge in front of the City.

This undertaking, no less interesting than it is, in the history of science, novel,

presents difficulties of no ordinary nature ; difficulties arising from a project for

which we find no analogy, no precedent in any of the great works that have hitherto

been proposed or carried on in any part of the world for the comfort or convenience

of man, or in any of the many works of science that have enlightened the world. It

is therefore with the utmost diffidence that I permit myself to offer any opinion

upon such an important subject—an opinion which may well be treated as mere
conjecture at best. But at all events it may be the means of bringing the considera-

tion of some better means of effecting the object in view more fully before the pub-

lic, and thereby, perhaps, elicit such objections or remarks, or may pave the way
towards something more feasable—and as connected with the plan I have the honor
of now laying before the Committee, these memorandas may also be useful to those

better able to decide upon the means most likely to attain the desired end, to whom
it may be referred.

About ten years ago I addressed a letter to Mr. Clapham, alluded to in that

Gentleman's Address to the general meeting, proposing as a probable means of

forming an Ice Bridge, that certain Wharves or Blocks should be erected on Point

Levi Shoals, and corresponding ones in front of Beauport Beach, where the water is

also shallow. Bat while engaged in copying Captain Bayfield's Plan, which I had
not before seen, I have attentively studied the direction of the tides as laid down
upon the chart by that accurate and scientific officer, fully corroborated by watch-

ing the progress of the floating Ice down in the Basin, and am now convinced that

my former opinion as to the particular locality of these proposed Wharves was
erroneous, inasmuch as the strength and direction of the current was not duly

estimated.

In effecting the object proposed, if maturely considered, it will be found that

the set or direction and relative strength of the tides or current in the River is all

important, as well with reference to the effect to be produced by the Wharves that

may be erected with a view of stopping the Ice, as also in regard to the solidity or

safety of the Wharves themselves.

If, for instance, one or more Blocks are constructed on each side of the river

and fronting each other, on a general line at right angles with the set of the current,

it is obvious that the weight of the Ice bearing down perpendicularly, will act with
its utmost force against these structures, and that the velocity of the current in the

open space between them, will be increased in proportion as they extend into, and
narrow the free course of the river. Hence it follows, that laying aside the consi-

deration of the imminent risk of the Wharves being swept away by the Ice, even
their successful resistance so far from having the effect ofarresting the Ice in the main
channel of three or four thousand feet in width, must inevitably have a contrary

effect, and in all probability for ever prevent the formation of an Ice Bridge, except-

ing on occasions much further apart than it now sometimes naturally occurs.

The river freezes over almost every winter opposite Cap Rouge, occasioned

artly by suddenly narrowing at that point, and partly by rocks that act as so many
rVharves, and no doubt but that at a comparatively small expense it might be made
to take every winter. But the locality is too far off to be of any benefit to Quebec,
and experience proves that it has little if any effect in the formation of a Bridge in

front of the City. I shall therefore confine my observations to what may be effected

in front of, or below the Town.
It has been suggested by another member of the Committee, as well as myself,

that in the early part of the season an Ice Bridge might be formed by Booms,

?
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secured at different short distances across the River, either directly or diagonally, by
mooring anchors and chains ; by opposing to the force of the current and Ice an
angular point or points above and below, so as to force the Ice towards the shore on
either side of the River, and prevent it bearing perpendicularly in its full force upon
the Booms. But it is very difficult to foresee what effect the Ice might have upon
the mooring apparatus, or upon the Boom itself—whether any anchors could be made
of such strength, combined with immoveable hold in the grounds, as to resist dragging
or breaking, or whether any Booms could be so constructed so to retain their situa-

tion at the surface of the water, with sufficient strength to resist the immense force

of Ice in so stong a current.

The first cost as compared with the erection of Blocks would indeed be trifling;

but on the other hand the annual cost of laying down, taking up, repairing, or

replacing with new ones, would be very considerable—and as they must be placed

very early in the season, while the Ice is light and in small masses, with any pros-

pect of success, they would materially interfere with the navigation at a season when
there is much press of business between this City and Montreal, so that upon the

whole I consider that Blocks or Wharves, although at first far more costly, would
eventually be as economical as Booms, far more to be depended upon, and offer no
obstruction to maritime commerce, as by them the Ice could not be stopped, until

such masses had formed, as would effectually put an end to free navigation; without

entering into details, it may be admitted that Blocks or Wharves could not be con-

structed in very deep water with a strong current, excepting at an expense wholly

disproportionate to the advantage to be gained, if indeed at all practicable so as to

resist ice. In order therefore, to illustrate these observations, I shall suppose that

seven fathoms or forty- two feet at low spring tides would be the greatest depth of

water where these Blocks could be advantageously constructed, offering an elevation

at the level of high water ofsixty-two feet. When it is considered that at the height

of between sixty and seventy feet from its foundation the Ice, impelled by a strong

current, would act as a lever at the waters edge, it may be doubted if a Wharf could

be built in any deeper water of sufficient solidity to resist an enemy of such formidable

power.

But even at this great depth the River, directly in front of the Gity, could be

contracted very little from what it already is by the existing Wharves, leaving an
opening of at least three thousand four hundred feet, which by the increased

velocity of the current bearing down perpendicularly upon the line of the Wharves,
would as before explained, tend much more to the prevention than to the formation

of an Ice Bridge. At this point it may be therefore considered as wholly impracti-

cable.

At the Point Levi Shoal, at the same depth of seven fathoms water, the Blocks

might be carried towards the Beauport Beach in a line directly north, as offering

the very best direction with a view of stopping the Ice, to the distance of nearly

two thousand two hundred feet, and on the opposite side from the outer edge of the

Beauport Beach seventeen hundred and fifty feet, leaving the central space

of four thousand feet, to arrest the Ice in. But very nearly the same difficulty exist

here as in front of the City, that is the general line of these Wharves would leave

the open space between them at very nearly right angles to the course of the tide or

current up and down—therefore, although the strength of the tides are somewhat less

than in front of the City, it is nevertheless highly improbable that these Wharves
could not have any effect in stopping the Ice—to say nothing of the enormous ex-

pense of building a line of Blocks from seven fathoms water to the shore on the

north side, a distance of six thousand feet, besides the two thousand feet on ihe

south side. I therefore consider it very improbable that any works will be attempted

at this point for the purpose of forming an Ice Bridge.
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It now only remains to consider what could be effected elsewhere, and I shall

venture to recommend a locality hitherto wholly unnoticed, as the only place below

the Town where it appears at all practicable to- obtain our object, and where I

believe we can be certain of succeeding, and that at far less cost than at the Point

Levi Shoals. That is at the point marked on the map as Lower Point Levi, and
thence to the upper end of the Island of Orleans. I should propose four Blocks on
the south side, extending only into six fathoms water, to the distance of nearly three

thousand feet from the shore, and of two Blocks only on the Island side, extending

fourteen hundred feet to six fathoms of water, leaving an open space between of

three thousand seven hundred feet, as is marked upon the plan in pencil. Each of

these Blocks may be two hundred feet square at the foundation, tapering gradually

to the water's edge, with a space of upwards of two hundred feet between them,

leaving the navigation open there as well as in the main channel.

By reference to the Plan the advantage of this locality above all others will be
readily conceived. It will be seen that the north channel is nearly in a direct line

with the general direction of the River above and in front of the City, causing the

current to set strongly in that direction until it reaches a point about a mile above

the Island of Orleans, where it divides, and thereby occasions a great diminution in

the velocity of the stream, there begining to set down the south channel, especially

towards the centre, where the only difficulty is to be looked for in arresting the

floating Ice, and where it will inevitably be stopped by the Island of Orleans and the

Wharf or Wharves there projected, inasmuch as the ebb tide, the strongest and
most to be dreaded in lieu of meeting the line of Wharves perpendicularly, will drive

almost directly in a line with them down to the Island, as soon as the Ice has been
stopped by and between the Blocks on the south side. It is true that on the south

side the set of tides will meet the Blocks perpendicularly. But as it is there by no
means so rapid as higher up and as the depth does not exceed six fathoms, little

danger is to be apprehended for the solidity or safety of the Blocks ; the flood tide is

less powerful than the ebb, and in the main channel would set upon the Beauport
Shoals and lower part of the Basin, and tend to an accumulation of Ice there.

Inasmuch as the distance to be covered with Blocks is about seventeen

hundred feet less than it would be if constructed from the Point Levi Shoals, the

cost would be much less, while the protection as a break water for vessels in the

harbour would be equally efficient, besides the object of extending that protection

over every part of the Basin, not to be attained at Point Levi Shoal.

During a residence of nearly fifty-three years in Canada, forty-one winters of

which I have passed at Quebec and in its vicinity, the channel on the north side of

the Island of Orleans has invariably been frozen over every winter ; a fact mainly

to be attributed to the set of the current, and consequent drift of fields of Ice in the

early part of the season down that narrow, crooked and shallow passage, for although at

high water the width of the north channel greatly exceeds that of the south, at low

tide in many places it is not equal to a fourth part. The inference is that when
Wharves are constructed at the proposed situation instead of a part, the far greater

portion of the Ice will in the early part of the season be forced towards that channel,

and ensure its being frozen over many weeks earlier than at present, and hence

spread up the Basin and in front of the City.

But my paper admonishes me to pause, for although the remarks or arguments

might be extended much farther, I fear that your patience must be nearly exhausted

and must make my adieu rather abruptly.

(Signed,) W. HENDERSON.
Quebec, 22nd February, 1852.
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No. 4.

A Letter from H. N. Patton to t
7
<e Chairman.

Point Levi, 21st February , 1852.

Sir,—As my temporary engagements with the Directors of the Quebec and
Richmond Railroad Company may prevent my attending the meeting on Monday
next, I am induced to submit my views, in reference to the Ice Bridge, in writing,

which I should have had pleasure by doing personally.

I have no doubt the object could be obtained by either of the propositions I

made to the Legislature many years since, when their sittings were at Quebec. The
first was to make an attempt myself, and if I succeeded in obtaining one for nine con-

secutive years, I was to receive £1500, the Wharf remaining to myself.

My plan was, to construct a Wharf on the point above the Chaudiere, and
below Demer's Ferry—the Ice, in descending the River, from the coarse of the cur-

rents, strikes on the projected point at Black Edely Point, which throws it to the

south shore, where I intended placing my Wharf, which if constructed, would cause

a counter current, and the Ice thus retarded would jam. The second, was a sug-

gestion to be taken up by the Legislature, or by their assistance, to erect an extensive

Wharf at the lower end of the Point Levi Ferry, on the flat in front of the point

called " Cabin des Peres," which would comprehend other interests of great

moments. If I recollect right, at about one quarter of a mile from high watermark,
I found about 30 feet at low water, diminishing towards the shore.

By the erection of an extensive Wharf there, I have no doubt, when the

battures are made in the River St. Charles, the action of the current from that River,

and the counter one from the Wharf, the Ice would jam.

The Wharves lately erected on the north side would materially assist.

The advantages derived from the construction of this Wharf would be great. In
the first place, it would act as a breakwater, so much needed in the Harbour of

Quebec. The schooners arriving from below with the ebb tide, and north east wind,

are obliged to proceed to Diamond Harbour for shelter, and if the wind be strong,

are unable to beat down until the tide has so far ebbed as to prevent the schooners

getting over the sand bank of St. Charles.

The batteaux of hay and firewood from above, are similarly situated. I have

known them to remain from one to ten days at Diamond Harbour before they could

get in the St. Charles, where they go to unload, causing, very frequently, loss of the

hay, from getting wet and the loss by delay. Were this Wharf erected, these

vessels would come to anchor under the lea of the Wharf, and on the first ebb would
lay up the St. Charles to the Palais.

I suggested also the advantage of a Marine Hospital on the Wharf, so much
needed. The locality of the present one is ridiculous, irrespective of its being

applied to purposes for which it never was intended. It is inaccessible by water,

except at the top of high water, and even then, at some distance from the stream,

the inconvenience of conveying the disabled seaman from the boat to the caleche,

thence through the Town, a distance of about two miles, is great, besides the loss of

time so precious in these cases. I relate one instance ; a sailor died in the caleche

with me, in Bridge Street, from delay, and the bad state of the roads. I also sug-

gested a Quarantine Station, at which time there was none.

On visiting the Ice Houses at Boston and New York, it struck me we lost sight

of an article of commerce within our reach—one on the Wharf to hold from 50 to 60

cargoes of ice would pay well—a ready market could be found in the West Indies,

England and elsewhere. I need hardly say, our Ice is as far superior to the Ameri-

can as the English cheese is to our Canadian.

To fill up the Wharf, the vessels might be compelled to throw in their ballast, or

they would willingly do so by getting their Wharfage free, thus, in some measure,
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preventing the destruction of the anchorage, which in time will be the case near the

shores, by the quantity of ballast each year thrown out. Parts of the Wharf might

be allowed for a coal depot for the steamers, or for landing deals or other sawn
lumber.

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant.

To the Chairman of the

Ice Bridge Committee.

H. N. PATTON.

No. 5.

—

Letter from J. Gr. Clapham, Esquire, Chairman, to W. H. Davies, Esquire,

Quebec, 21st Fehruanj, 1852.

Dear Sir,—In conformity to the wishes of the Committee, that each of its

Members should contribute such information and opinions as may have a practical

bearing on the subject for which they have been constituted :—to wit, the formation

of an Ice Bridge, it is with pleasure that I enter upon this duty, under the hope
that now the citizens have evinced an interest in the measure, it will receive that

consideration and support so necessary to its ultimate success.

By the occompanying paper (Le Canadien) of the 4th March, 1842, it will be
seen that the City Council, then took the initiative on the subject, and after a dis-

cussion, therein reported, embracing many arguments for and against the measure,
a Committee was appointed to pursue a course similar to that which now engages
our attention. As our Committee has requested you to procure a copy of the pro-

ceedings of the Council, I shall not advert thereto, further then to say, that the in-

vestigation, so far as the Council was concerned, resulted favorably, but owing to

a variety of causes, principally of a political nature, no further action was then taken

on the subject.

I also send you herewith a copy of a letter received from William Henderson,
Esquire, of Frampton, dated 8th March, 1842, whose ideas, proceeding as they do,

from one of our oldest, most intelligent, and partiotic citizens are worthy of marked
consideration.

The further experience of the past ten years, during which I have had many
opportunities, as well from personal observations, as from the declarations of hundreds
of settlers in the

9

,
Townships, of ascertaining the great inconveniences, delays, and

losses arising from the present dangerous and costly mode of crossing both freight,

cattle, and passengers, confirm me more strongly in the opinions then entertained,

of the great and unqualified advantages likely to result from a periodical Ice Bridge,

by which a direct and uninterrupted communication may be obtained at all times of
the tide, and by night as well as day, during its continuance.

In alleging that the advantages will be, not only great, but unqualified, or with-

out detriment to any other material interests, it is proper that this, the only point of
difference in opinion, should be met with such arguments as are likely to have
weight on the subject. In the course of last year I cut from a Toronto paper, a
slip, which I enclose to you, containing an article on the " Climate of the Atlantic

coast of North America" which throws some light on the subject. In the 8th para-

graph, the writer observes, u Our vast Lakes cannot be the chief cause," (of our
cold and late spring weather,) " for the cold near them, even in winter, when frozen,
" is less intense than on higher ground remote from them, and the Ice in them sinks
" and disappears long before the ceasing of the cold sea winds on the coast." The
foregoing conclusion is just, and has reference equally to our own Lake St. Peter,
and the River St. Lawrence, when winter begins to throw off its covering.
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In the Otli paragraph, the writer proceeds to assign, what he believes to be a
more efficient cause of our cold, during one-third of the year, than all others com-
bined, to wit: " The ice-bergs or lofty masses, and the immense tracts of field ice
" which are formed in Hudson's and Baffin's Bay, and in the northern part of the
" Gulf of St. Lawrence, and which accompanying each other yearly towards the
" Equator. The two latter of those seas, especially with their large southerly open-
" ings, discharge their prodigious engelations near our north-easterly coast, which
" are all drifted by the currents along our shores, a few degrees distant, into the
" Gulf Stream, towards the tropic, and which it would seem would never melt, should
" they take any other direction."

The above hypothesis is partially correct, but not altogether so. Had the writer

studied the subject a little deeper, and more philosophically, he would have found
that the primary cause of those " vast and prodigious engelations," also combined
in producing the effect, in conjunction with them, of the unseasonable cold, of which
we complain. And for this cause it is not necessary to extend our search to the

shores of Europe, to the Baltic Sea, or the Gulfs of Finland and Bothnia, for it is

at our very doors.

In all parts of the world, among other distinctive marks of His wisdom, Divine
Providence has ordained prevailing winds, and it is to the greater prevalence of

north, north-west and north-easterly winds on the Atlantic Coast of North America,
that we must mainly attribute the severity of our climate in winter, and the long

continuance of cold weather, at times, even after the departure of the Ice and Snow
from our fields, rivers and lakes. Whenever the wind is in the slightest degree

southerly of east or west, and just in proportion as it becomes more southerly to

south, if even in the depth of winter, and it matters not how great the quantity of

Ice and Snow by which we are environed, the weather becomes temperate and mild

and a thaw is the natural consequence ; and during night as well as day, so long as

the wind continues in the same quarter, and few are so unobservant of the invari-

able law of nature in this locality, and many degrees inland, as not to know, that

when the wind veers a few points to the north of those quarters, cold and frost

immediately ensue.

This view of the question is verified by the actual state of the climate on the

north-west coast of America on the Pacific Ocean. There, the prevailing winds are

the very opposite of ours at the same seasons of the year, and as like causes produce

like effects, in that section of our hemisphere, and even in a higher parallel of

latitude, both on the Columbia River and at Vancouver's Island, as the winds in

winter generally blow from the south, the climate is mild, with only occassional snow,

and in summer as the prevailing winds are northerly of west, rain is frequent, with

cool weather, so that as an Agricultural country it has no advantage over us, except

in the length of the season, in maturing the fruits of the earth.

Experienced Navigators are so well aware of the prevalence of certain w!nds at

stated periods, in different quarters of the Globe, that in making a long voyage, to

China for instance, or California, in order to avail themselves of this beneficial influ-

ence, instead of taking the most direct course from the point of departure, to the

Port of destination, they find it to their advantage to diverge to the right and left,

many hundreds of miles, and still they more speedily attain their object.

In no part of the world is the hand of Providence and the effect of prevailing

winds more remarkable on climate than at the Cape of Good Hope. The south-

east winds preponderate to that degree in summer, thereby tempering the heat

engendered from a sandy soil and a nearly vertical sun, that it is one of the most

healthy and agreeable countries in the world. In winter the prevailing wind being

from the north-west, cloudy weather and rain come in its train, nourishing and pre-

paring the earth for the reception and germing of seed, which would perish from

extreme drought, were a different course the order of Providence. In Palestine,
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when as a punishment to its guilty inhabitants the early and latter rain were with-

held; drought and famine was the consequence.
In short there are few countries without their advantages, as well as disadvan-

ges. The country we inhabit is not exempt from the latter, but it possesses very

many of the former ; even elements of future greatness. It behoves us to endeavor
to turn our advantages to the best account, and to remedy our disadvantages as far

as is in our power. The one under consideration, the want of an Ice Bridge, can
be remedied without difficulty, and as it can be done without prejudice to any other

interests, the sooner we set about it the better.

The objection made in the Town Council by Mr. Alderman Jones, and which
may possibly be elsewhere repeated, that an Ice Bridge formed by a jam is often of

the thickness of 80 or 40 feet, is an exaggeration ; but were it even so, such is the

influence of the Sun in the month of April, when not counteracted by very strong

northerly winds, in dissipating the surface of Snow and Ice, and in creating an
underground and undercurrent thaw, together with the swelling and spreading of the

Stream by the increase of the waters from a more southern latitude ; the breaking
and detaching of Ice, however ponderous, by the operation of high spring tides,

which have a relative force, augmented in proportion to the depth of the object

upon which they act : a depth of even 30 feet compared with the general depth of

the River, of more than 100 feet, would be as dust in the balance, swept by the

hand of Omnipotence. Nor is it forbidden to man, to assist nature when tardy or

feeble in her periodical operations. We spread Snow, we chop ice, to hasten its de-
parture from our street, and as it would be just as easy to set adrift, by the force of
the current, a ship of the line, as a canoe in the broad, deep and rapid St. Lawrence,
so would it be practicable to send adrift detached pieces of floating ice, howrever
great their depth, ivhen it might be thought necessary to do so.

Before closing these remarks it may not be amiss to state, that having frequently
crossed the Ice at Cap Rouge from the landing place of Captain Bazile Demers, to a

point somewhat above the property of Mr. John Porter, at a time when the passage
or crossing was defective, or entirely deficient at or near the City, it has been a sub-
ject of reflection how far, as some think, a wharf erected on the North Shore just

above the narrowest part of the River and nearly opposite the Chaudiere, on the one
side, and the extension of the wharf belonging to Captain Demers on the south side,

as indicated by a sketch herewith sent (No. 3), might not more readily and as effi-

ciently attain the object, allied as it is to the fact, that when the Ice has, at an early
period of the winter, taken at Cap Rouge, we have generally, although not always,
had a brige at Quebec, of smooth field Ice. Now, as far as the question of jam, of
irregular or broken Ice, bears upon the main point at issue, its effect in retarding
the opening of the Navigation between Quebec and Montreal, I consider it a matter
of no consequence, whether it takes place at Cap Rouge or between the wharves
proposed to be placed, the one on the Reef at Point Levi, and the River St. Charles.
My convictions are, that neither the one nor the other will have the effect of retard-
ing the navigation in the slightest degree, and I decidedly prefer that means should
be adopted to ensure a bridge at Quebec by any means and for the longest period it

can be obtained and secured. At the same time I consider that wharves erected at

Cap Rouge would be advantageous, if only to hasten and secure a bridge at the
earliest possible period, and which they would doubtless have a tendency, and con-
tribute materially to effect.

I am, dear Sir,

Very truly yours,

To W. H. Davies, Esquire,

Honorary Secretary of the Committee
appointed for the formation of

an Ice Bridge.

J. G. CLAPIIAM.
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Climate of the Atlantic Coast of North America.

1. The average temperature of the year from north of Newfoundland to south

of Chesapeake Bay, we believe to be lower than can be found in a corresponding

range of latitude, south or north of the equator, or any other portion of the earth.

2. The greater cold of the year, however, is most conspicuous in the three

months of spring, and the first month of summer—the difference in these months
forms the distinguishing and great repelling feature of the climate of the American
Atlantic Coast from lat. 35 deg. north, to the Polar Sea. It is to this section of
North America, and to this portion of the year, that our remarks will be confined.

3. We premise our hypothesis as to what is the leading cause of this lingering

of winter into the legitimate precincts of spring and summer, with a brief comparison

of our spring climate with that of various points in the North of Europe.

4. A letter writer in Paris, (latitude about 49 ,) in letters of successive years,

dated from the 2nd to the 4th of March, speaks in them all, of the then beautiful ver-

dure of the surrounding hills. Other observers in Holland, 2 or 3 degrees further

north, speak of their springs as varying very little in forwardness from those of the

north of France. Others describe those of Prussia (10 deg. more northerly than our

selves) as a month or two earlier than ours.

5. Paris, (situate inland about a hundred miles on an air line from the sea,)

more than 5 degrees nearer to the pole than is Portland, has its- hills covered with

verdure nearly three months earlier than our own

!

6. Is not this immense variation in spring time and temperature, worth a few

minutes examination as to the prominent cause ?

7. First, the highlands of New England, and the Alleghany range, though

more elevated than any lands in the vicinity of the places cited in Europe, cannot

be very considerable causes—for in elevation and extent they are not to be compared
with those of the Alps, which cause no such a degree of cold on low lands near them,

though in a latitude higher than ours.

8. Our vast lakes cannot be the chief cause, for the cold near them, even in

winter, when frozen, is less intense than on higher ground remote from them, and
the ice in them sinks and disappears, long before the ceasing of the cold seawinds

on the coast.

9. We proceed to assign what we believe to be a more efficient cause of our

cold during one-third of the year, than all others combined. To wit, the icebergs

or lofty masses, and the immense tracts of field-ice which are formed in Hudson's

and Baffin's Bay, and in the northern part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and which

accompany each other yearly towards the equator, The two latter of those seas,

especially with their large southerly openings, discharge their prodigious congela-

tions near our northeasterly coast, which are all drifted by the currents along our

shores, a few degrees distant, into the Gulf Stream and towards the tropic, and which

it would seem would never melt, should they take any other direction.

10. Kit be said these are not the only inland-seas in high latitudes which

communicate with the ocean—the Baltic sea, which with its Gulf of Finland and

Bothnia corresponds in latitude, and considerably in magnitude, with Hudson's and

Baffin's Bay, famishes nothing remarkable in masses of Ice, and what there is, dis-

appears where it is formed, like the Ice in our lakes. This is true—and the reason

why the latter do lengthen the dominion of cold, and the former does not, is explained

we conceive by the same theory. The outlets of the Baltic are narrow—its frozen

productions, (vastly less in themselves,) are therefore retained till they become

softened and soaked by the water below them, and till they sink and disappear.

The outlets of our bays and gulf, on the contrary, are broad, and as fast as the

reflection of the sun's rays from the land loosens the Ice on the shores, and before

the main body is softened at all, the northerly winds drive it out fresh with its
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wintry atmosphere, which in no small degree it retains while it remains undissolved
;

and leaving the surface of the water chilled below the common ocean temperature

for a time after.

11. As there is a stronger tendency in a colder atmosphere to invade a warmer,
than the reverse, we think the long prevalence of our ungenial sea winds in spring

and a part of summer may be thus produced.

12. The writer is fully aware that most of the above facts are well known to

many, and especially to navigators ; but there may be some advantage in collecting

them together—and if there should prove to be one original thought in all which has

been suggested, which can be turned to profitable account, the writer will consider

the hour or two thus occupied as not among the wasted ones of life.

The climate is affected entirely by the prevailing winds. The north-eastern

coast, to a certain longitude, and to an extent interior, perhaps, not farther west
than the Rocky Mountains, from the prevalence of north westerly winds during the

winter Solstice is much more cold than all other portions of the globe in the same
parallel of latitude. On the coast of the Pacific as the winds prevail in an opposite

direction at the same period of the year at Vancouver's Island, and on the Colum-
bia River, although farther north than Quebec, they have mild winters, with little

snow, and in summer, from the condensation of the winds prevailing from the north,

they have moist weather, and the heat not so intense as on the Atlantic coast.

Our object must be, to turn the dispensations of Providence to the best possible

account—like the Barren Mountains in Wales, for ages considered of no value, but
now worked to very great advantage, our fields of Ice may be turned to profitable

account.

No. 6.

Letter, Michael Scott, Esquire, to W. H. A, Davies, Esquire.

Quebec, 25th February, 1852.

Sir,—It is with much pleasure that I comply with your request contained in

your circular of the 19th instant.

The formation of an annual Ice Bridge has long been a favorite project with
me, and I am very happy to see the measure taken up with spirit by the inhabitants

of Quebec.

As to the practicability of the measure, I do not entertain the smallest doubt on
the subject. The Ice uniformly stops of itself every year once or oftener, and
remains for various lengths of time, which shews clearly nature has almost done the
work herself and only requires some artificial assistance to accomplish the object.

By the same course of reasoning, it is easy to see where the works should be
constructed, that is, wherever nature has shewn an inclination to work, it is there
we ought to assist her.

The place where the Ice generaly stops is in the narrows between the mouth of
the Chaudiere and the Cap Rouge Rivers ; of course it is there the works ought to
be constructed,

There are a great many kinds of works that might be constructed, but what
I would most recommend is four piers of about 200 feet square each, placed by twos
opposite each other on each side of the channel, sunk in about 30 feet water, and
the one pair of piers to be about 400 feet from the other pair, up and down stream.

Two piers might perhaps do, but I would have more confidence in four ; and
if it should be found these do not stop the Ice, a net work of booms might be placed
between the four piers, and there can be no doubt this would effectually stop the Ice.

But the objection to this net work scheme is, it might be more difficult to break
the Ice in the spring and so retard the navigation. I do not, however, think there is
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much danger in this respect, the Ice once stopped I have no doubt some means will

be found to get rid of it.

As to the cost it is well known that floating Ice in such a current as we have to

contend with is very powerful, and will therefore require very strong works to arrest

its progress. I do not think works to make sure of the object would cost less than

£20,000 to £30,000, but this sum would not be exclusively applied to this object,

a very large revenue might be derived from the piers in the summer time for

shipping purposes, and were the piers put down in a proper place, I have no doubt

but that the whole or nearly so of the interest of the capital expended would be got

for mooring ships to load and unload in the summer season.

These works would certainly not in the smallest degree impede the navigation,

for vessels coming from sea to Quebec, but they might retard it a little from Quebec

upwards, but I do not think it would be much, and this being at a season of the year

when there is very little doing. I do not think this a serious objection.

Some people are of opinion that piers built on the point opposite Point Levi

Church, would stop the Ice ; I do not coincide in this idea, because piers on the one

side of the River would be of little use unless there were piers on the opposite side

also. Now the channel is so wide here, and the Ice floating up and down is so

much broken up and piled into heaps, that it would be much more difficult to stop

it than it would be above where the ice floats in much larger fields and with a much

smoother surface, and the channel there being much narrower; there can be no

doubt but that the Ice would be much easier stopped, and the locality being much

more sheltered, the works constructed would be more available for other purposes.

If you stop the Ice between the City, you run the risk of obstructing vessels

coming from sea, which I think of more serious consequence than stopping the

navigation a few days above the City.

% you stop the Ice above the City, you are sure it will stop opposite the City,

or you will have clear water nearly all the time, which will be nearly as good as if

you had a bridge opposite the City.

A great deal more might be said on this all important subject, but as it is my
intention to see the Committee personally, I will then state my views more fully.

I am, &c,

MICHAEL SCOTT.

p g #—Should there be any doubt about the practicability of breaking up the

Ice in the Spring, some experiments might be made to find out how this could be

effected before taking measures to stop it.

This project, both of stopping the Ice and breaking it up, being things entirely

new some money must be expended in making experiments, otherwise you will

neve'r be able to effect your purpose.

The mode which 1 would suggest of breaking up the Ice is to have a strong and

powerful steamboat built, with saws and mallet wheels projecting from her in such

a way as she might work her way through any ordinary field of Ice. This I have

no doubt would succeed.

MICHAEL SCOTT.
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No. 7.

Letter from Captain John Lambly, late Harbour Master
,
Quebec, to W. H. Davies,

JEsq.
y

with three plans.

Beauport, 22nd February, 1852.

My dear Sir,—I beg leave to send you my ideas of the best means of stopping

the Ice so as to form the Ice Bridge annually.

I have long and seriously thought about it, and I trust you will succeed, at all

events you will to a certainty gain a line of fast Ice, or a batture from the sand
bank marked D, off the River St. Charles, up to Point Pizeau, which batture will

form a necessary protection to all the Wharves in front of the City, and a safe land-
ing for the canoes between these points, which will be the means of saving many
lives, and shortening the distance across to Point Levi, and I think I may say, an
Ice Bridge yearly.

The sketch may not be exactly correct, but I know it is not far wrong.
The Piers must be strong ones, and run out into 40 feet at low water spring

tides, in the month of August, when the St. Lawrence is at its lowest.

I am told Mr. Pozer's and Mr. Gellespie's Wharves have 42 feet in front, if so, the
Piers can be sunk to that depth also.

I am, Sir, with a strong wish for your success.

Respectfully yours,

JOHN LAMBLY.
To W. H. Davies, Esq.,

Quebec.
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No. 8.

Letter from Mr. J. Gfourdeau to Ice Bridge Committee.

Quebec, 27th February, 1852.

Gentlemen,—Conformably to your request, I have brought my memory to bear

on the only spot suitable to be made to achieve the object that you have in view.

To the north of Point Levi Church, at the point, there is a shoal extending out to the

distance of three hundred fathoms from the beach, where there is but five fathoms
of water. Now, from the outward extremity of this shoal to Beauport shoal, where
there is only three and a half fathoms of water, the distance is about four hundred
fathoms. My opinion is, therefore, that if a block were built on the end of Point
Levi shoal, that it would have the effect of causing the current to be changed ; the

Ice would certainly form from it to the shore at an early period ; it would check the

floating Ice outside, and, in my opinion, would give you an early annual Bridge
across the St. Lawrence. As to the retarding of navigation, I think that it would
not have an injurious effect as it would only be for a few days, and that circumstance
would be much more than counterbalanced by the advantages derived from an Ice
Bridge. Again the block alluded to would be rendered a boon to the shipping, by
causing a light to be kept on it, which would prove a guide on a dark night to

vessels coming into and going out of the port.

I have the honor to be, Gentlemen,
Your obedient humble servant,

F. GOUBDEAU.
Committee of Ice Bridge Scheme.

No. 9.

Letterfrom E. B. Lindsay, Esq., to H. A. JDavies, Esq.

Trinity House, Quebec, 1st March, 1852..

SlRj—Having laid before the Trinity Board your letter of the 20th ultimo,, with
ine accompanying circular respecting an Ice Bridge at Quebec, I am directed to

acquaint you, for the information of the Committee of the citizens of Quebec, that

thu Board have already given an opinion upon this subject to the Executive Govern-
ment of this Province, but that should the matter be again referred to them through
the same channel, they will be prepared to reconsider the same.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

E. B. LINDSAY,
Clerk T.B.Q.

W. H. A. Davies, Esquire,

Secretary of the Committee
of the Citizens of Quebec.

No. 10.

Letterfrom Captain John Lambly to the Chairman, with plan.

Beauport, 28th February, 1852.

My dear Sir,—I received your circular yesterday, and in answer to the ques-
tions therein, I respectfully say

—

1. The forming of an Ice Bridge annually is doubtful.
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2. I should recommend Wharves to be built or erected, as pointed out in

the sketch which you have received.

I also am of opinion that to carry or lay a Boom, (however strong,) across

the River at right angles, with the set of the tides, is impossible ; and at any other

angle it would be extremely difficult, and if laid it would snap like a pack-thread.

We may, perhaps, coax the Ice to stop itself (if I may be allowed the expression)

and I respectfully give you my reasons for supposing that that can be done.

First, the south side of the River from Point Levi up to the Chaudiere is very

steep—that is, the deep water is close to the edge of the Rock, and therefore no
batture of Ice will form along it. The Ice breaks off every falling tide and floats

away.
But the north side of the River from the west end of Orleans up to Oliver's Wharf,

and from L'Ance des Mers up'to Point a Pizeau, is almost a dead flat of sand and mud,
which dries at low water, a long way off, and is by no means so steep, and the water

deepening more gradually.

I consider, therefore, that this is the side of the River on which we must coax

the batture to extend itself farther off to the south eastward.

Secondly, the large angle which the flood tide makes in rounding Point Levi,

causes the drift Ice to run up along the north shore, and soon fills the River Saint

Charles, and the flat ground off Beauport, and down to Orleans, which we see every

year regularly, and fills also flat ground, and the Coves from L'Ance des Mers
to Point a Pizeau, and by erecting a Wharf as far off as to be safe, that is, as near

the deep water as possible, and inclose the whole sand bank off the River St.

Charles (as marked in the sketch,) I am of opinion, would aid in forming a more
extensive batture, and most likely would then form a fixed line from Orleans to Point

a Pizeau, and which would form a very necessary protection to the Wharves in front

of the Town, and on which canoes would embark and disembark at all times of the

tides with safety.

Again, a Wharf erected a short distance above the pitch of the Point Levi (as

also marked in the sketch; as far out to the northward to be safe, (that is, as near the

deep water as possible,) would, in my opinion, add to the effect, which the flood tide

has in carrying the drift Ice towards Beauport flats and the River St. Charles, by
giving the Ice a broad sheer (as we sailors say)

.

From Point Levi up to the River Chaudiere the water is very deep, 25, 27, and

30 fathoms (on that side of the River) and forms a ditch (if I may use the word,) and

through which the greatest part of the up-land waters find their way to the Ocean.

And also causes the ebb tides to continue to run down until the River has

risen 2 or 3 feet, so that the first of the flood-tide runs up on the north side of the

River, and the ebb tides on the south side of the River continue to ruu down until

mastered by the flood.

I trust (after the erection of the two Wharves mentioned) we might hope to have

a good wide batture, strong enough to protect itself against the north east gales, and

I do think this we may be able to accomplish—all else I fear must be left to chance.

4. These Wharves herein mentioned will in no way obstruct or impede

the navigation of the River. To erect Light-houses would be a useless waste of

money. The leading marks for entering the Harbour are simple and distinct, and

all that the shipping requires.

3. I cannot give you any estimate of the amount of the cost of the

Wharves, but I send one model herewith, which I should prefer ; should one be

built on the Sand Bank off the River St. Charles in proportion to its size would be

the protection to the River crafts within it.

I further take the liberty to say, let the Wharves be large, and the annual rent

of them would be much more than the interest of their cost.

I am, Sir,

Respectfully yours, JOHN LAMBLY.
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No. 11.

Letter from Captain Lambly.

Beauport, 28th February, 1852.

My Dear Sir,—It may not be going much out of the way perhaps to mention
to the Committee that there is a sand bank growing up about a cable's length distant

from Brehaut's wharf. It was occasioned by the loss of a Government Store Ship
in 1750, which sunk there.

I sounded on it during 30 years, and found it rise gradually to 15 feet in the

course of that time, and the last time I sounded, (if I do not mistake) I found 8
fathoms on it at low water, how much it has risen since 10 years ago, I do not
know ; that it will continue to rise there can be no doubt ; could a wharf be built

thereon, I have no doubt but the batture on and in front of the Town, would form
annually.

I am, Sir,

Respectfully yours,

JOHN LAMBLY.

No. 12.

Remarks by Henry Atkinson, Usq.

The following remarks are offered by the subscriber in reply to the circular from
the Committee appointed by the citizens of Quebec to ascertain the practicability

of forming an Ice Bridge, &c, &c.

1. As to the practicability, I believe it to be quite so.

2. As to the means of securing an annual Bridge, I would leave the site

most certain of success to be decided by scientific persons, and such persons must
watch the floating masses of ice, their peculiar set or current, and the angles thus

formed, to decide on the situations of such Pier, so as to obtain the most advanta-

geous positions for placing the Piers, by ascertaining where the great pressure will

tend to the shores, and leave the Piers exposed to the least possible strain.

I can conceive no other form or mode for causing a Bridge, than by separate

Piers, the size and form whereof must depend upon the choice mode of place. But
generally speaking, I should propose either end should present a sharp angle, and
that the outside of the wharf part should be constructed with unusual care and
strength, and filled in in the most solid form possible ; bevelling upwards on sides

and ends, so as to offer a perfect basis, and give diagonal support to any extraordi-

nary pressure on the upper surface when completed.

3. As to the cost, I can give no idea, and as the construction must be so sub-

stantial in comparison with ordinary Wharves, I would not feel disposed to give the

work out to the lowest bidder.

The character of the workman is of most importance.

It is possible that 2 or 3 Piers may be enough. I would first try a single one

for one winter, before completeing the whole.

4. I am persuaded that such Piers would not interfere, or need not, with the

navigation.

5. I think that suitable Piers could be rendered useful and productive, in sum-

mer, for the use of ships in loading, and also as storing wharves for lumber, coals, &c.

Upon the whole, viewing the inconvenience experienced from the want of free

communication during the winter months between the two shores, I do approve of
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the formation of suitable Piers, so as to ensure the early formation in each winter of

an Ice Bridge, and thereby supply with the help of art, the union of the two shores

every winter, which now only occurs occasionally, and almost always towards the

end of the winter.

HENRY ATKINSON.
Quebec, 25th Feby., 1852.

No. 13.

Letter from Captain D. Vaughan.

Quebec, 6th March, 1852.

Sm,—In reply to your request of the 19th February, desiring my opinion as

to the practicability, &c, of forming an Ice Bridge across the River at Quebec, the

following is respectfully submitted :

It is my opinion, the project of having such a Bridge formed at Quebec is

quite practicable. The means I should employ would be—To have four Buoys,

made of four or five tiers of Pine timber placed equidistant from each other and the

opposite shores, with two anchors, each 32 cwt., attached to each Buoy- The
Chain to be sufficiently strong for the anchors, then run a chain, similar size,

connecting each Buoy, and either shore respectively
;
proper mooring Post being at

the latter places to secure the chains in a suitable manner.
The chain could be floated by logs of Pine lashed to the main chain of the

several Buoys, and there should be at each side of the river a heavy windlass, with

patent purchase to heave the slack chain in.

The Buoys could be laid down early each Fall by means of the " Anchor hoy,"

and removed again in the Spring, I am almost certain that in two ordinary freezing

nights this would stop the Ice and effectually accomplish the object of your commu-
nication.

The Bridge once taken, all the heavy Ice coming down, would pass underneath
the Ice formed by the Bridge, which would cause but little strain on the anchors

and chains.

Before the breaking up of the Ice in the Spring, these chains could be removed
by means of an Ice plough, (such for instance as is used at Boston in cutting Ice

for exportation) with four horses, the whole of which could be done in the course

of two days.

This, I consider, is the cheapest mode of trying such a project as well as prac-

ticable.

With regard to the injury to the navigation of the River, apprehended in the

event of such a work taking place, for my own part, I can see no interference it

can have with the navigation, and therefore would not give credit to such an
objection as to the cost.

Taking the above for granted (for the success of which, I for one would hold no
doubt), the difficulty in ascertaining the probable expense, cannot be very great.

I shall next draw your attention to what I experienced in a similar, but less

extensive, undertaking, and which may probably have some weight with it.

When in Sorel, in charge of the St. Lawrence Steamboat Company's Boat's, a
great deal of labor was occasionally experienced in crossing the River at that place,

to the opposite side, where most of the Boats lay, from large quantities of Ice

running down, I therefore conceived the idea and which I adopted, namely, having
a Boom with some spars or raft oars, made fast to a five inch lanyard line, with a
small ridge Anchor to support the centre of the Boom against the current and Ice,

and it served and answered well, for the following morning, myself with fully one
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hundred of my men crossed to the opposite side to their work, and for some weeks
before the frost set in with any great severity the River was open above and below
this Bridge.

This of course was an experiment on a small scale. The river at that place

being only four hundred and fifty feet in breadth, and rate of current at that time
two knots.

In conclusion, I beg to say, that I feel much pleasure in conveying the above,

as being a~condensed view of the matter taken by me, and in the absence of better

information should respectfully lay it before the consideration of the Committee
and recommend it to their notice.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant.

To W. H. A. Davies, Esquire.

(Signed,) D. VAUGHAK

No. 14.

Letterfrom E. H. Sewell, Esq., with a Section of a Steamloat.

Etchemin, bth March, 1852.

Dear Sir,—In accordance with your request of the other day, I send you a
description of the movements of the Ice and current in that part of the River imme-
diately connected with that point, which you mentioned as being best adapted for

the extending out of a Pier for the purpose of causing an annual Ice Bridge.

The current from Ballues down to W. Henry's 2nd Wharf (that is the Wharf
farthest to the east,) takes a course, I may say, almost east and west, running parallel

with the shore till its arrival at the above mentioned Wharf; from this it shoots off

at an angle of about 30 degrees, and continues this course till it comes in contact with
the said channel stream, it then leaves this current and continues its course towards the

south shore, till meeting with a small reef of rock which extends out at right angles

with the shore some 1500 feet below the ship yard, when it takes a direct westerly

course up shore. You will easily imagine how decidedly rotary in its motion the

current must be between these two points, when I assure you that when employed
in the construction of ships at the yard above mentioned, it was customary for rafts

coming to the yard during the ebb to make for this rotary current, when to a person
not acquainted with its movements, the fact of the boat or rafts reaching the yard
would appear perfectly hopeless, but such is the power of the current on the largest

rafts, that in a few seconds they will be seen running up in shore with a velocity

almost equal to that at which they were moving in a contrary direction, while under
the influence of the outer current.

This rotary motion does not exist near the surface at high water, especially in

spring tides ; its motion is hardly perceptible after about 3 J or 4 hours flood.

The ice comes down with the ebb on W. Henry's Wharf with a speed and force

almost incredible. I have seen the Ice drive a cross timber of the Wharf some 14

inches square, completely through the outer sheathing.

The Ice returning with the flood and meeting the Ice in its downward course in

the whirlpool, if I may so term it, piles to a great height, and was once the cause of

the loss of several human lives. For it was there that those sad accidents happened
some years ago, of which you, no doubt, have heard—the canoes and several of the

crew were completely cut in two by the meeting Ice. Should a Pier be determined

upon, I do not think that a better spot could be selected than the point in question.
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The batture, both here and on the Beauport flats, extends to a great distance,

and narrows the space of open water considerably, so much-so that the Canadians call

this part of the River in winter season la Clef du Pont, (the key of the bridge). I

will take advantage of the present opportunity of addressing to you, as one of the

gentlemen forming the Committee for the purpose of inquiring into the best course

to pursue for the securing of an Ice Bridge opposite the City, a few remarks relative

to that important subject.

Of its practicability I have no doubt, yet when you come to consider the great

and unavoidable disadvantages that would certainly follow an Ice Bridge artificially

formed, it requires mature consideration before adopting it as the most advantageous

mode of communication with the opposite side of the St. Lawrence.
That it would retard our navigation, there is every reason to believe. Ice stop-

ped in the early part of the season would, during our long and severe winter, attain

a thickness immeasurably greater than Ice naturally formed.

The natural Ice Bridge has great facility for moving in the spring of the year,

its outer edge being immediately subject to the influence of the heavy seas raised

by the easterly gales to which we are subject during the months of March and April,

and the immense space of clear water below, giving it every facility for detaching in

pieces of acres in extent. As these natural provisions would be almost totally des-

troyed by the carrying out of Piers to an extent necessary for the retaining of the

downward Ice, there is no doubt, especially when you take into consideration that

the jammed Ice has been known to remain opposite the City till the 1st of May—that

Ice having this artificial barrier to contend with, would remain till it became so

decomposed as to sink. I am still of opinion that the best means of communication

with the other side, is that of a steamer so constructed as to be enabled to cross the

River during the winter months; some think that it is impracticable, but I know and

can prove that it is practicable.

Besides a boat constructed on the principle which I shewed you the other day,

I would suggest a stationary engine of great power to be erected on each side of

the St. Lawrence, for the purpose of aiding the boats established on the winter ferry

in their passage to and from Quebec to Point Levi.

The immense freight that two winter boats would secure is evident when you
take into consideration, that from 20 to 25 canoes cross two and three times a day,

averaging from six to eight passengers, and about 8 or 10 cwt. of freight, it is only

natural to suppose that were those facilities offered for crossing over cattle and

produce which a winter line of boats most certainly would, that this weight of

freight and number of passengers would increase 200 per cent. I enclose the

drawing of the midship section of the winter boat. Below you will find a descrip-

tion of the drawing.

Hoping that this will meet with your consideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

To W. H. Davies, Esq. E. H. SEWELL.

You will perceive by the formation of the vertical section of the boat that the

wheels are within her main breadth, even at the line of immersion. Wheels thus

placed can be kept in motion for any length of period, and at any velocity, without

any danger of coming in contact with the Ice. This boat should take a direct course

through the Ice up to the end of December, and could do so all winter through,

should the Ice be stopped artificially or otherwise at the Chaudiere, in any case, no

matter how large the masses of Ice, I know by observation, that opportunities pre-

sent themselves at different stages of the tide, for a boat of her dimensions passing

through with little or no difficulty.
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No. 15.

(Translation.)

Letter from Mons. F. U. Verrault to Frangois Lemieux, Esq., M, P. P.

Point Levi, 28th February, 1852.

Sir,—Mr. W. H. A. Davies has addressed me a copy of the circular from the

Committee appointed at a General Meeting of the citizens of Quebec, with a
request that I should favor him with my opinion on the following heads :

1st. Whether it would be possible to form an Ice Bridge every winter ?—In

my opinion the thing is perfectly practicable, by constructing or erecting two
Piers, one opposite Mr. Louis Lemieux land, about six arpents above the Point

Levi Church. Its size might be 80 by 100 feet, and it should be sunk to the

depth of 30 feet at low water. I will here remark that the distance from low
water to the place where the Pier would be erected would be about 600 feet

;

and at this place no stationary shoals are formed. This is worthy of remark,
for this place is what our ferrymen call the " Key of the Bridge," consequently

the channel would, if this Pier were constructed, be narrower by nearly one
third. The other Pier should be on the north side of the River, opposite to the

above-mentioned one. It should also be sunk to the depth of 30 feet at low
water, and its size be 130 by 100 feet. Both these Piers should be built

of large timber and sheathed all round the outside, and the inside filled up with
stone or with ballast from European ships.

2nd. I think the object in question can only be attained by building Piers.

3rd. The cost of the Piers, according to estimates made for the same
description of work in the Port of Quebec, might be as follows, viz :—that on the

south side 80 x 100, £3250, that on the north side £4875. (But if these works
should be made under the control of Engineers from the Board of Works, it is to be
feared that the work would not be so well done and would cost more ; as for

instance the Wharves in the lower part of the River.) With two Piers thus placed,

there is no doubt that from the very first cold day in winter we should have a splendid
Bridge, not only before the City, but as far as St. Nicholas.

4th. The navigation is never considered open before the Lake St. Peter Ice

comes down. No Ice Bridge so formed could stand more than two or three days
against the pressure of the Lake Ice. At all events, if the Bridge did sometimes
retard the navigation for a week, we should be no great losers, inasmuch as we
should have had the benefit of the Bridge during more than three months of the

winter.

5th. In making the efforts necessary to attain the object of the praiseworthy
duty imposed upon the Committee by the Citizens of Quebec, I think it very
proper to remark that in building the piers at the place pointed out by me, the

Bridge would undoubtedly be available as far as the upper part of the Parish as
well as New Liverpool, and even St. Nicholas; whereas if the piers are built

higher up, we shall not be certain of obtaining a Bridge opposite the City which
is the most essential point, and I am persuaded that the gentlemen of the Com-
mittee have no other object in view.

I address you this letter, and if you should think that the remarks it contains
would be of any use to the Committee, may I beg that you will be kind enough
to communicate it to them.

Accept, I pray, the assurance of the most distinguished consideration with
which I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most humble and most obedient servant.

FRS. E. VERRAULT.
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No. 16.

Sketch for a proposed Bridge of Ropes to stop the Ice.

BY
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No. 17.

Remarks by Captain Julyan, Assistant Harbour Master, Quebec.

Quebec, %th March, 1852.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of this Committee,-You h
*Y

e™^
once a week for several weeks past for the purpose of ascertamu g

n̂X°tLe
competent persons as to the best and most probable means of establ shing lor taee

or four months in the winter, an Ice Bridge between Quebec and Point Levi. Xou
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have now before you several ingenious plans for that purpose ; as a Member of this

Committee, and the experience I have had with the set and strength of the Tides

and Ice in this River, I should be apprehensive that the expense and uncertainty

of accomplishing your object, by any counter strong measures, would be futile, and
doubtful as to its succeeding ;• my object in addressing you now, is to point out the

natural course of the Tides and Ice, as bearing upon the object in view.

In the first place it is well known that the Tide of ebb makes down on the

South shore longer, stronger, and before it does on the North shore, until it comes
to the shoal of Point Levi Church, and then it strikes over to the Beauport shore.

I should think it must be evident to all those who have made their observations

upon the set of the Ice during the ebb, that this shoal is the natural key to an Ice

Bridge, and it is my humble opinion that this natural key should be kept in view
and assisted, but by no means to be coerced to any extent.

With all the care and impartial consideration I can give the subject, upon the

different plans proposed, I can see nothing so likely to obtain the object we have in

view, as the extending the natural shoal off Point Levi, by laying down a Block of
three hundred feet from the end of that shoal into the River ; I should have every
hope myself that it would be the means of uniting the Ice with that on the Beauport
shore, without any other Block or assistance whatever, but as water and Ice are

uncertain and slippery things, nor can the most able engineers place dependance on
the effect of altering a water-course, in the smallest degree, I should say place

your Block there, for should it fail in obtaining the object you have in view, it would
be worth every cent laid out to the Trade, and general work of the Port as a break-
water, to quiet the anchorage and protect the Wharfs, Booms, and Ships loading

Timber ; for the want of a protection of this description, great losses are sustained

yearly. This, with a coloured light on the outer end, to guide Vessels up or down
in dark nights, with a safe anchorage under its lee for small Vessels bound into the
St. Charles, with a depot for coals for Steamers, would more than compensate for

any moderate outlay thereon.

With respect I submit the above.

ROBERT JULYAN,
Assistant Harbour Master.

Quebec.
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No. 18.

Calculations of the cost of erecting Blocks.

Block 100 feet Square.

8 J a 4 Fathoms. Bay 60 feet of work.

The face timber and Corps morts are 18 inch White Pine, and the platforms

of which the lower one would be an entire bottom, might be rejected Elm ; the

others (two in number) should be of White Pine.

Estimate. cubic.

Two lower Tiers, 9 ps. each ; 100 x 18 inches, 225
18

4050 feet @ 8d. £135

1st Platform, 64 ps. each; 100 x 15 inches, 156.3.0

by

10,000 feet @ 3d. 125

2nd and 3rd Ditto. 48 ps. each ; 96 ps. of 100 x 15

inches,
gives 14,976 feet @ 3d. 187 4

52 Tier high, each 12 ps., 100 x 18 inches.

cubic.

225
12

2,700
32

86,400 feet @ 8d. 2,880

1762 Toise Stone, @ 20s 1,762

Iron, Spikes, Fenders, Platform on top, mooring posts, and contin-

gent items, 500

£5,589 4
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Quebec, 24th February, 1852.

This price is intended for sound White Pine Timber and close work, well

performed—but am of opinion that such a Pier could be put in eight fathom watet

or 76 feet of work for this amount, if the part of Wharf from low water upwards
were open work and not close tinted.

Superstructure Open Work.

I think about 7s. 6d. per superficial foot would place a Wharf in 3| a 4
fathoms water, being about 50 feet of work.

6s. per superficial foot in 3 fathoms water, being about 46 feet of work.
The stone, or § of it, might be got from ships from sea without cost, provided

there was an order obliging them to discharge into the Wharf—300 toise would
be required at once, en batteau, to place the part under water, while the super-

structure might be altogether filled by vessels from sea.

To Captain Julyan, R. N., &c, &c.

No. 19.

Remarks on the probability of an Ice Bridge retarding the opening of the Naviga-
tion, by W. H. Davis, Esq.

As there is an impression on the minds of some persons, who are otherwise

favorable to the obtainment of a periodical Ice Bridge, that such an event would
tend to retard our communications with Montreal and the sea by the St. Lawrence,
and who, consequently, from this single reason, are opposed to this measure, it

may be worth while to devote a few moments to the consideration of this ques-

tion, which it must be allowed is one of considerable importance, by investiga-

ting into the probability that a periodical Ice Bridge, if it could be procured,

would retard the opening of the navigation, and if so, to what extent it would be
productive of this consequence.

Taking the last 20 years, we have had Ice Bridges at Quebec or at Cap Rouge
nine times, and consequently, in eleven years out of that period there has been
no Ice Bridge. Assuming the arrival of Steamboats from Montreal as the open-
ing of the navigation between the two Cities, it will be found that the average
date of the arrival of the first Steamboat in those years in which there has been
no Ice Bridge, is the 23rd April, and in those years in which the Ice has formed
a Bridge, it is the 27th April. If we examine into the opening of the navigation
as exemplified by the arrival of ships from sea at our Wharfs, we shall find the

mean time of their arrival to be exactly the same, whether there is an Ice Bridge
or not, viz. : the 1st May in both cases.

It will then be seen that the average time of the opening of the navigation is

retarded by four days by the formation of an Ice Bridge, as respects the passage
between this and our sister City. As respects our communication with the Ocean,
it is not retarded at all on an average of years ; this being the case, it will scarcely,

I should think, admit of an argument that the advantage to this City, as well as
to the whole of the surrounding country, by the formation of an Ice Bridge, would
far outbalance any temporary inconvenience experienced by the retarding of our
communication with Montreal for four days at a period of the year when it is

well known to every man in business there is little or nothing doing.

A slight reflection on the causes to which the departure of the Ice on the St.

Lawrence is due, will shew us how little apprehension we need entertain of a
prolongation beyond a very few days, of our imprisonment, by the continuance of
the icy chains that hold us in thraldom, should we succeed in the object we have
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in view. The breaking up of the Ice in the spring, as is well known to all those

who have paid any attention to the subject, does not arise from any direct action

of the sun on the Ice, that contributes but very little, if anything to this object, in

a direct manner, though indirectly, it is of course all powerful. The disruption

of the Ice on the St. Lawrence in the northern part of its course, is due to three

causes, viz

:

1st. The River running for a great part of it3 course much to the southward
of Quebec, receives an accession of warm water very early in the spring, this

rapidly undermines and rots the Ice it encounters on its road to the ocean.

2nd. In addition to the warmth of the water, the quantity of it is very much
augmented, this tends to raise the Ice from the shores, where, from the cause to

be next mentioned, its hold is much weakened.
3rd. The increase of the temperature of the earth which has been gradually

increasing in the north temperate zone, from the time the sun has crossed the

line, begins to make itself felt on the borders of the St. Lawrence, and gradually

loosens the hold the Ice had acquired on the shores of the River. To these three

causes combined together, is due the disappearance of masses of Ice in a short

time, which, if left to the direct influence of the sun, would take months to dis-

solve, and as these causes must always occur about the same time, they shew us

how little any works we could erect, would affect the operation of the natural

laws by which the Ice on the St. Lawrence breaks up. The regularity with

which these laws work, is well shewn by the fact, that leaving out two excep-

tional years, in one of which the navigation opened on the 6th April, and the

other in which it was retarded until the 8th May ; we find that the greatest

difference from the mean time of the opening of the navigation, during a period

of 30 years, has only been 11 days.

The consideration of the causes which we have assigned for the opening of

the navigation, will also shew us the futility of the fears entertained by some,

that if we could succeed in stopping the Ice early in the season, we should thereby

cause it to reach a very great thickness, and so tend to increase the difficulty of

getting rid of it in the spring. Apart from other considerations which could be

alleged to shew that it would not necessarily follow that if the Ice took early in

the season, it would thereby be much increased in thickness—the fact that the

disappearance of the Ice arises from causes quite foreign to the Ice itself, and

over which its thickness or thinness exercises not the slightest effect, will at once

tend to calm any fears on that head, the causes being such as have been stated,

whether the Ice before Quebec was forty feet or four feet in thickness, could not

cause a difference in its departure, other causes being equal, of an hour. The
truth of the fact has been tested by experience, for the navigation has been opened

earlier after an Ice Bridge of between 25 and 30 feet in thickness, than it was
after a Bridge of not more than three or four feet thick. The fact also, that Lake
St. Peter, the North Channel of the Island of Orleans, and the River St. Charles,

invariably break up within 24 hours of each other, notwithstanding their varying

thicknesses, shewing that the thickness of the Ice has nothing to do with its

disappearance.

W. H. A. DAVIES.

Quebec, 15th March, 1852.
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No. 20.

Letter from William Patton, Esquire.

To the Committeeformed in Quebec to inquire the practicability offorming an Ice

Bridge over the St. Lawrence.

Gentlemen,—My plan is to run out a Wharf upon the Reef at Point Levi,

which Reef causes the key in the first place.

I believe about a quarter of a mile will bring you into 5 fathoms at low
water ; this I would suggest should be the extreme length of the Wharf with a
light house, and stairs on both sides, as at Grosse Isle.

The Wharf should not be less than 100 feet in width with a batten in propor-

tion to the depth, and must be run out straight from the shore, without any in-

clination to the north-west or south-west.

Piers detached from the shore will not do, for if on the ground the contrac-

tion and expansion of Ice will capsize them, and you naturally will lose the eddy,

I wish to protect, among other things, the Wharf itself from the pressure of the Ice.

The wharf should be 6 feet above the highest tides.

No piers should be placed on the Beauport Flats, as at the mouth of the River
St. Charles, the extensive eddy would answer the purpose without increasing the

current.

The benefit to the country would be nearly equal, and as follows :

1st. No raft of tirjiber would ever pass Point.Levi for all the Raftsmen would
naturally run for the eddy caused by this wharf, which would extend to the eddy
between Hadlow and Etchemin.

2nd. The produce now arriving in Quebec direct from Chicago and inter-

mediate Ports on the Lakes, which from the contemplated Railroads must increase.

3rd. The accommodations as to the wharfage in Quebec will be totally inade-
quate to the requirements of its shipping, the nuisance of landing coals upon such
wharves as are now built, and the destruction of the ballast ground now going
on to a fearful extent, causing the continual running foul of shipping, which your
Trinity House Laws compel you to risk in that part of the Harbour, when dis-

charging their ballast, thwarting the benefit we derive from our Steamers and
Schooners from bringing in flour clean from the Mills above, and fine goods clean
from the packers at home, by being soiled in half an hour with a wind and rain

from coal dust, doing much more damage to the packages than they have re-

ceived before ; for I believe any West India Merchant will bear me out in stating

that in their markets a clean barrel of flour will bring from Is. 3d. to 2s. 6d. per
barrel more than a soiled one.

4th. The danger of unloading Colliers or Coal-laden ships to people (settlers)

landing from boats, to which accidents of grave nature are continually happening.
blh. The continual accidents happening at the wharves from heavy gales of

wind at east north east, which would be protected by this wharf, and all Schooners
from below running before the gale have now to anchor at Patrick's Hole awaiting
the tide in St. Charles to be sufficiently high to run for the market, St. Paul
Street, or wharves adjoining, whence in the case of any wharf they would run
round the Lighthouse upon the Wharf and thence come to anchor, waiting the
rising tide to reach the new market in safety.

Therefore, I am of opinion, the country generally would, by the building of
the wharf, not only obtain the advantages before stated, but will cause a stop-
page of the Ice early in December which will last until spring, but its thickness
never can exceed from 3 to 3| feet, whereas from a Bridge forming at Cap Rouge
it jams up in the Traverse or Chaudiere to the thickness of 30 feet, thereby retard-
ing the Navigation in the spring, which never can be the case if the Bridge takes
early in the season.

tx63
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I would suggest an application being made to Parliament for a grant of

£20,000, the estimate of its cost, and then a Bill introduced, investing all right

to the wharf in question to the Municipality of Quebec, as well as the Ferry upon
both sides of the River, now a disgrace to Quebec, obliging the Municipality to

keep this wharf in repair for ever.

The Corporation could then raise the necessary funds by letting parts to the

Steamers for landing their fuel. Obliging ships to discharge their ballast

into the wharf, charging them Id per ton, at the same time time, preserving the

Ballast Ground, and for which all ships would gladly pay, and allowing ships to

load alongside around the wharf for a small wharfage. As a batteau load of coals

is ample for any of our Steamers to take in at one time, they would rather pay 4

dollars and take them in their way ; and all Towing Steamers would prefer taking

them in there.

I am of opinion, the Revenue of such a wharf would bring in not less than

£3,000 per annum, to be obtained fros portions being let for coal, goods, wharfage
of ships unloading, and Id. per ton, ballast thrown in ; £5 per ship loading there.

Our Pilots would also be enabled in any weather to avoid the Beauport Flats.

Thus I consider the advantages to be, a breakwater for ihe wharves in Town,
a deposit for ballast, and a place of refuge for ships discharging it.

Security for all rafts whether of timber or fire wood, safe anchorage for all crafts

at low Water destined for the River St. Charles, whether from above or below.
Improving the Ferry between Point Levi and Quebec, from the eddy it will

cause, preventing the discharge of Coal in Quebec, and thereby protecting all

Flour and Dry Goods landing in Quebec from damage and being soiled with Coal

dust, if approved of.

Making a place of refuge for the large Steamers from Montreal and Upper
Canada in heavy gales of easterly wind and spring tides, coal yards, and for

fuel of any description ; a place for ships to load lumber, a safe anchorage for your
Pilots when in Port, whereas they are now without any except between the

wharves where they are now continually meeting with accidents and disadvan-

tages. I never could understand.

I have the honor to be,

Gentlemen,
Your most obedient servant,

WILLIAM PATTON.

JNo. 21.

Calculations of the cost of erecting Wharves^ Jft.

The question referred to me by the Committee, what is the probable and

relative cost of erecting a Wharf and Blocks extending in all 2000 feet from high

water mark at Point Levi Shoal into 6 fathoms water, or a single Yfharf to the same

distance, with one Block in 6 fathom, water in front of Beauport Beach, in either of

the above cases, of the undermentioned descriptions and dimensions :

1st. A Wharf, from two feet above high water mark, extending outwards into

13J feet water at lowest spring tides, first 150 to be 40 feet wide inside, wall to be 10

feet from the outside, remainder to the full length from the shore of 1150 feet to

be 50 feet wide, inside walls, 12 feet distant from the outside. To be bolted on

each row of timber with J round iron bolts 22 inches long, every ten feet inside, and

outside, with good elm fenders 10 x 6 inches placed every 8 feet, and bolted with

| round iron bolts every foot in height. With two detached Blocks, one at the distance

of 750 feet from the outer end of said wharf, the other in front of Beauport Beach
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and both in 6 fathom water, at lowest spring tide ; each Block 200 feet long by 100
feet wide, inside walls 20 feet distant from the outside, corps morts every 10 feet,

and fenders solid 3| feet from each corner, and in the centre every 8 feet, bolted

every foot in height, with iron bars or bands on the corners every three feet in

height, 7 feet long, 2| x f inch iron—sides of Wharf bolted every 10 feet.

First length 150 feet, 40 feet wide extending into 2 fathoms water average
height, allowing the Wharf to be two feet above the highest spring tides, 17 feet

—

sides and corps morts all of 12 inch pine (cul) timber, and allowing 10 per cent
waste in all the timber required.

Pine timber, 13,695 cubic feet, 2d. £114 2 6

Elm do., 281 " 9d. 10 10 9

| inch round iron a 2 lb. per foot,.... 28| cwt. 8s. 11 5

Toise of stone for filling sides, 106 " 10s. 53
Do. for centre, 207 " 10s. see below.

Expense of cutting iron, per cwt. 3s. 4 4 3

Labour on Timber works, | piece of

timber, 109 1 6

£302 4
Second length 1000 feet in length by 50 feet wide, extending from

2 to 2J fathoms water, average height 34 feet 9 inches, sides 12 feet

wide, other dimensions as above.

Pine timber, 208,472 cubic feet 2d £1737 5 4
Elm do., 4,142 " 9d 155 6 6

Pine per front, 4,212 " 2d 35 2

Iron bands for corners, 168 per cwt. 4| ) o -joo io a

| inch round iron, do. 455
\

Iron spikes for do...... do. 1 25s 15
Cutting iron, do. 461 3s 69 3

Toise of stone for filling sides 2,648 10s 1324
Do. for centre 4,628 do. see below.

Labor f price of timber, 1686 14 7—5192 14 5

Total cost of a Wharf 1150 feet long, £5494 18 5
If to this the cost of filling the centre

with stone is added, it is for 1 length 207 toise.

2 do 4628

4835 at 10s. £2417 10

Total , £7912 8 5
Cost of a Block 200 x 100 feet in 6 fathom water, height 58 feet, sides 20 feet

apart.

Pine, with 10 per cent, for waste,.. .113,310 cubic feet 2d. £944 5

Elm, do. do ... 2,340 " 9d. 87 15

| inch round iron 487 cwt. ) Q -mo -ip a

k xf flat iron, .." 10 «
\

8s
'

198 16 °

Cutting iron a 3s. per cwt., £73 Is.,

and spikes for flat iron, 25s. 74 6
Toise stone for filling sides all round, 2,032 10s. 1016

Do. for centre, sec below, 2363 J.

Labor J price of timber, 903
Extra for steamer, &c, sinking Wharf, 100

£3324 2
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One-half of 2,363\ toise for centre at 10s.,£ 1181 15 £3324 2

Half, 590 17 6

590 17 6

£3914 19 6

KECAPITULATION.

Centre filling,.. - £5494 18 5
Cost of Wharf 1150 feet long, £4217 10

Block in 2 fathom water on south shore, 590 17 6 3914 19 6
Do. onBeauport Flats, 590 17 6 3914 19 6

£5399 5 £13324 17 5

Centre filling if unavoidable, 5399 5

Total extreme cost of plan approved by the Committee, £1 8724 2 5

Second Plan.—A continuedWharffrom two feet above high water mark to 6 fathom

water, with Block on north shore only—timber and iron ofsame dimensions as above

—

1st portion 150 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 17 feet average height ; corps morts 10 feet

long. 2nd portion 1000 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 34| feet average height; corps

morts 12 feet long. 3rd portion 600 feet long, 60 feet wide, and 40| feet high ; corps

morts, 15 feet long. 4th portion 250 feet long 80 feet wide by 52 feet average height

;

corps morts 18 feet long, front 58 feet high. Fenders and iron same as above, viz

:

Filling Centrei. Remainder of Cost

2417 10

1150 feet. ..land 2 portions,. ..Extra filling in centre,... 13 10 5400 17 2
600 " ...3 portion, 1490 17 6 3658 14 3

250 " ...4 portion, 1079 2681 18 7

2000
Total cost of Long Wharf, 5000 17 6 11741 10

Block in front of Beauport Beach, in 6 fathom water,

same as above, 590 17 6 3914 19 6

£5591 15 15656 9 6

Centre filling if unavoidable, .. 5594 15

Total extreme cost of a Wharf 2000 feet on Point Levi Shoal, and

a Block 200 x 100 in front Beauport Beach, £21248 14 6

By this plan first 150 is 40 feet wide with 10 feet corps morts.

1000 50 do. 12 do.

600 60 do. 15 do.

250 80 do. 18 do.

Block 200x100 do. 20 do.

Third Plan,—A continuous wharf on Point Levi Shoal, of 2,000 feet in length
9

from two feet above the highest spring tides, to six fathom water at low tides, and

of an uniform width of 100 feet—quantity and dimensions of timber and iron the

same as before. But the length of corps morts are the same as in the former

plans, viz

:

150 feet, 10 feet.

1,000 " 12 "
600 " 15 "

250 " 18 "
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Centre filling.

Estimate of Wharf by 2nd Plan, £2,583 7 6 £11,74110
Extra Timber and Iron for front, and Stone for

side filling, 110 15 5

Extra centre filling, 13,249 toise, 6,604 10

£11,852 5 5

9,187 IT 6

Block in front Beanport Beach, 100 x 200, 20
feet corps morts half filled in centre, 590 19 6 3,914 19 6

£9,778 15 15,767 4 11

If center filling in full is unavoidable—add, 9,778 15

£25,545 19 11

These Estimates may be summed as follows, viz :

—

Firstly.—If a wharf is built on Point Levi Shoal 1150 feet long,

150 feet, 40 feet wide with 10 feet corps morts and
1,000 " 50 " " " 12 " " "

and a Block in 6 fathom water in front of the same, with

a corresponding Block in front of Beauport Shoal, each
200 ^100 feet, with 20 feet corps morts—each of the

Blocks being centre filled with stone—the total cost

will be, I. £13,324 17 5

To which add the half center filling of the two Blocks, and the

whole centre filling of Wharf—if unavoidable when bal-

last cannot be had, .«.. 5,399 5

£18,724 2 5

Secondly.—A continuous Wharf 2,000 feet long, out to 6 fathom
water—width being :

—

150 feet,.40 feet wide, 10 feet corps morts.

1,000 " 50 " " 12 " " u

600 " 60 " " 15 " « "
250 " 80 " " 18 " " "

And one Block in 6 fathom water in front of Beauport
Beach, centre of Wharf not filled,—Block half filled, ... £15,656 9 6

To which add, if unavoidable, centre filling of Wharf, and one-

half of Block, 5,591 15

£21,248 14 6
Thirdly.—A continuous Wharf 2,000 feet long at Point Levi, out

to 6 fathom water, corps morts same length as in 2nd
Plan, but the Wharf to have an uniform width of 100
feet,—and a Block in front of Beauport Beach as above, £15,767 4 11

To which add, if unavoidable, centre filling of Wharf, and half

filling the Blocks, 9,778 15

£25,545 19 11

Dear Sir,—A glance at the summary at the end of the preceding Estimates
will show, that excepting the article of filling the centre with stones, which,
perhaps, may not be necessary, or be entirely saved by causing ships in ballast to

discharge it in the wharf, with the exception, I say, of this very heavy item in the
cost, the expense of the three different Plans proposed is comparatively small.
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1st. Thus a Wharf of 1150 feet long, from 40 to 60 feet wide, and two Blocks,

one on each side of the River in six fathom water, is estimated at £13,324 17s. 5d.

2nd. A continued wharf from the shore to 6 fathom water from 40 to 80 feet

wide, with one Block in the north side of the Basin, at £15,656 9s. 6d.

3rd. A wharf of the same length (as drawn on the Plan,) 2,000 feet long by
100 feet wide—with a similar Block on the north side only £15,767 4s. lid.

It is the filling up the center of the long wharf which adds so heavily to this

last plan, which has, however, been reduced £5,000 from the first Estimate, by
alterations in the length of the corps morts, and some errors discovered and
corrected.

In all these Plans an Estimate for half rilling the Blocks in their centers has
been included in the permanent or lower Estimates, under an impression that

these isolated structures will not resist the forces that could be opposed to them
without being so strengthened

I may add, that I have employed much time, and availed myself of every

information that I could obtain, in making out these Estimates. I think the quan-
tity of materials are correctly calculated, if error exists it will be in the prices

—

upon the whole I am impressed with the belief that the whole is rather over than

under estimated.

W. H.
To Dunbar Ross, Esquire,

Chairman of the Committee
on Ice Bridge.

Quebec, 17th March, 1852.

My dear Sir,—I was somewhat in error as to the probable space between
the Wharves proposed to be erected at Point Levi Shoals.

If in a direct line across it would be 2950 feet, if as would be more effectual

in arresting the ice, this Wharf on Beauport Shoal is somewhat lower down then

that on the south side, the distance would be 3400, while opposite the City in

the narrowest part from Wharf to Wharf it is 3760 feet. At the place I have
advocated it is much greater, 4450 feet.

Yours, &c,

WILLIAM HENDERSON.
To Dunbar Ross, Esquire.

No. 22.

Letter from Captain John Lambly, 1st March, 1852.

Beauport, March 18th, 1852.

My Dear Sir,—Will you be so good as to lay this paper before the Gentle-

men of the Committee ; it will, I trust, make them understand better my reasons

for building the two Wharves, one on Point Levi, and the other on the sand bank
off the River St. Charles.

Let us all suppose the time to be about the full or change of the Moon, the

River full of drift Ice, and after a couple of days, easterly wind, and the first of

the flood tides setting strong up along the fixed batture of Ice on the north side

of the River, at this time the stream of the ebb is always running strong down on

the south side of the River, of course both running contrary to each other, and that,

for one hour and a half, or thereabouts ; during this time a large quantity of Ice
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collects from above and below the Town, and when the ebb tide slacks, the Ice

on Point Levi side remains stationary for some time, the Ice on the north side

still running strong up, the pressure begins, and this often forms the Bridge.

We all remember some years ago witnessing an instance of the great pres-

sure, by a line of hummocks of Ice being piled up ten feet above the level, and
one mile long, this, we ancient folks, call the Key of the Bridge.

I therefore again intrude my opinion on the Committee : that by building the

Wharves and extending the fixed battures of Ice as far out as possible, would
have a great effect in helping to form the Key much more frequent than at

present.

I am, Sir,

Respectfully yours,

JOHN LAMBLY.
To W. H. A. Davies, Esquire,

Secretary to the Committee for

forming an Ice Bridge,

Quebec.

No. 23.

Plans and Explanations of method of stopping Ice, by W. Henderson, Esq.

Explanation.—Each of the accompanying plans are intended to be formed
by a buoyant cable or hawser, supported on the surface of the water, by straw
drawn as for thatch, and capped round the cable with spun yarn, making it about
the size of a flower barrel, or with empty flower barrels attached to the cable

contiguous to each other, or with hollow boxes made with \ inch deal boards
ten inches square, water-light, in like manner attached to the cable. By any of

these means the whole will be kept floating ; all should be prepared to place this

net work in its place immediately after the departure of the last vessel and
steamer. When the projector thinks that the first frost will cover this cable and
supports with ice which will continue to strengthen every moment and become
the back bone as it were, from which the ice will continue to spread until the

River is covered with a smooth field, which in all probability will be continuous
from the Island of Orleans to Montreal, when the Bridge is complete the anchors
can be taken up, and in the spring the cable can be saved with its supporters if

the deal box should be selected as the floats—the whole of these materials will,

if taken care of, serve for many years, the first cost cannot be great, and should it

prove a failure, the loss cannot be much, as the cable, &c, &c, would ail be
saved, and could be re-sold for nearly cost price.

No. 24.

Letter from Captain Julyan.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committee,—The important measure
confided to you at a public meeting in this. City, for the purpose of ascertaining

the most feasible plan to obtain an Ice Bridge for the winter months across the

St. Lawrence, from this City to the south shore, is drawing to close.

You are now come to the important part of your labours—the drawing up ofa
report to be' laid before the next general meeting; in this report, and in order to

have the Government authorities in some measure with us, I most earnestly

intreat you to curtail the works you have in view to the most limited outlay of
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capital, unless this is confined to or within £10,000, I should be apprehensive
that all your zeal and labour in the cause will be in vain and totally lost.

You have come to the conclusion that my plan of a block extending into the

River from Point Levi Shoal, would be likely to attain the object (an Ice Bridge)
but you have added the accompaniment of a Block on the opposite shore, and a
Wharf from the south shore ; now in my humble opinion, the accompaniments
ought to be thrown out of the Report altogether and confine yourselves to a simple
Block of 300 feet; when this is completed, and it should not be found effective

for the purpose you have in view, the working upon this block would be observed,

and I should have every hope that a remedy might be easily applied. A large out-

lay at first would be a strong and weighty objection in the minds of many people
to commence the thing at all, but if you confine it to a moderate sum, there may
be hope of its been carried into effect. *

Submitted to the Committee,

R. JULYAN.

No. 25,

Proceedings of a Public Meeting of the Citizens of Quebec, and of a Committee
appointed—also the Report of that Committee.

ICE BRIDGE MEETING.

Quebec, 13th February
',
1852.

At a Meeting of the Citizens of Quebec held yesterday, in the Court of Appeals
Room, pursuant to public notice to that effect

—

Dunbar Ross, Esq., was called to the Chair.

The following Resolutions were then unanimously passed :—

-

Moved by William Lampson, Esq., seconded by J. G. Clapham, Esq., M. P. P.,

1. That the want of a safe and regular means of communication between the

north and south banks of the St. Lawrence, near Quebec, during the winter months,
has operated most injuriously upon the interests of the city, and has greatly retarded

the prosperity of the Parishes and Townships situated on the south side of the St.

Lawrence.
Moved by Henry S. Scott, Esq., seconded by Francois Buteau, Esq.,

2. That any means by which the formation of an Ice Bridge, at or near Quebec,
would be rendered certain, or at least extremely probable during each winter, would
tend to quicken the industry of the inhabitants of the southern parts of the district,

and induce them to bring to market, larger supplies of provisions, firewood, and
other articles of consumption, than are now brought, besides affording the inhabitants

of this City increased facilities for recreation during the winter season.

Moved by William Henderson, Esq., seconded by Dr. Rousseau,
3. That the establishment of the Seat of Government at Quebec, for a period of

four years, and the consequent annual Session of the Legislature here during that

period, form a strong additional incentive to its inhabitants to use their utmost

exertions to facilitate the intercourse of the Capital, with all parts of the Province.

Moved by James Tibbits, Esq., seconded by Captain Julyan,

4. That this Meeting pledge themselves to promote, by every legitimate means
within their reach, the accomplishment of so desirable an object, and that a Com-
mittee of twenty-one, with power to add to their number, be now appointed to

carry the same into execution, with the utmost possible despatch, and the said Com-
mittee do report their proceedings to a meeting, to be convened at the same place,

on or before the 25th March next, and that the following gentlemen do compose
the said Committee, viz

;
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Dunbar Ross, Esq., Hon. "William Walker, Geo. 0. Stuart, Esq., M. P. P., EL
Dubord, Esq., M. P. P., Frs. Lemieux, Esq., M. P. P., J. G. Clapham, Esq., M.
P. P., F. R. Angers, Esq., James Tibbits, Esq., J. R. Renaud, Esq., H. N. Patton,

Esq., William Lampson, Esq., F. X. Paradis, Esq., Dr. Rousseau, J. G. Tourangeau,
Esq., Frs. Parent, Esq., Et. Parent, Esq., Wm. Henderson, Esq., H. S. Scott, Esq.,

Frs. Buteau, Esq., Captain Julyan, W. H. A. Davies, Esq.

Mr Ross having left the Chair, William Henderson, Esq., was called to it,

and on motion of Dr. Rousseau, seconded by J. G. Clapham, Esq.,

The thanks of the meeting were unanimously voted to the Chairman and
Secretary.

The Meeting then adjourned.

DUNBAR ROSS, Chairman.

P. S.—The Members of the above Committee are requested to meet at the

Court of Appeals Rooms, on Monday next, at two o'clock, p. m.

The following is a sketch of the speeches on the occasion :

—

Mr. Ross, in explaining the object of the meeting, said that the City of Quebec
had long been the subject of reproach for apathy in regard to her interests, and an
indisposition to make onward movements in the march of improvement. The res-

toration to this City of the Legislature, was thought to be a favorable time for reviv-

ing the subject of an Ice Bridge, which would doubtless be attended with great

advantages to the City, and a great extent of country communicating with it. The
object of the meeting, however, was principally to organize a Committee to inquire

into the matter, and to report to a future general meeting.

Mr. Clapham, in seconding the 1st Resolution, observed that from his connection
with a large district on the south shore, to which an Ice Bridge would afford im-
portant advantages, and having promised to do all in his power to promote it, he
felt called upon to give more than a tacit approval of the measure. He had long
been of opinion, not only that the object was practicable, but that few, if any im-
provements would contribute more to the prosperity of the City and adjacent country,

than the one then under consideration. He had in his hand, a letter received ten

years past, from his old respected friend on his right, (Mr. Wm. Henderson, of

Frampton,) highly approving then, what he had come that day to confirm by his

presence
; and it was highly gratifying to find the same opinions expressed by

Captain Julyan and other gentlemen of experience, with whom he had just been
conversing round the table, that had been adduced before a Committee of the Town
Council at that period. Some of the gentlemen then examined were Capt. Lambly,
the Harbor Master of that day, Mr. John Munn, the late Mr. Pelletier and Mr.
McKenzie, who all concurred in the feasibility and importance of the measure, as
well on the score of humanity, as of commerce. It was then thought that a Wharf
erected on the reef at Point Levi, and another at the batture of the River St. Charles,
would not only arrest the Ice at an early period of the winter, but would answer
the two fold object of a protection to the two sections of the Harbor, which are
now very much exposed to the violence of easterly winds, and the surface of the

wharves might be made available and perhaps profitable for national or com-
mercial purposes. But these were not the only points of view in which an Ice
Bridge would be valuable. He (Mr. C.) had inquired of Pilots resident on the
Island of Orleans, and found that, with perhaps one exception, in half a century, the
Ice never formed below Point Levi of a thickness to obstruct navigation, when
there was an Ice Bridge ;—the navigation was consequently free and unobstructed
to the ocean. It would therefore be quite competent to men of enterprize to in-

troduce an important and lucrative branch of commerce in the Ice trade. While
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our neighbors in Boston and other northern sea ports were spending hundreds of

thousands to form ponds and other receptacles of. water for the formation of Ice

we might export thousands of tons of the same article, but of a much better

quality, for the mere trouble of cutting it from the surface of the river. It was a
mistaken notion that all Ice was equally good, or that small turbulent streams,

would produce good Ice. Ice required a large space to form and acquire density,

and he believed that no Ice of the same quality as ours could be found on this

continent. With an Ice Bridge to arrest the floating Ice from the extensive bat-

tures above Quebec, and the navigation open below a wharf to be built on Point

Levi, vessels might come here with perfect safety several weeks before the usual

opening of the navigation, load their cargoes and be clear to sea before the break-

ing up of the battures on the shores below Quebec, or in the Straits of Belleisle.

He had therefore great pleasure in seconding the Resolution. (Cheers.)

Mr. H. S. Scott, who moved the 2nd Resolution, said that he did not come
prepared to make a speech, nor was it perhaps necessary. The Committee to be

appointed would no doubt give the subject the most mature consideration, and
avail itself of the information which could be laid before it, as well by those who
had already taken an interest in the subject as that of other men of science and
experience who might be requested to give their opinions.

Mr. Wra. Henderson remarked, in moving the 3rd Resolution, that the

removal of the Seat of Government had been a great discouragement to the

Citizens of Quebec. There was a wide difference between the fact of being

obliged to go five hundred miles to express their wants and of being able to walk
into the House of Parliament at our own door. He hoped that now we had got

it, we would endeavour to keep it (cheers), and there was no doubt we should

get a fair share of public improvement, especially for an object of so great im-

portance as the one before them.
Mr. Lampson here rose to" offer apology for not having said a few words in

proposing the first Resolution. It did not then occur to him to do so, but he re-

gretted this the less as it had been so ably seconded. There was one point of

view in which the object had not before occurred to him—that of becoming the

means of founding a new branch of trade. Here we had annually the largest

quantity of the best Ice in the world running to waste, while a very lucrative

trade was carried on from the Eastern States under comparatively great -disad-

vantages with an inferior article. There they had to husband their resources and
manufacture a supply—here we had it in such profusion, that he was forcibly

reminded of an anecdote that he had heard of a man in Paris, who had been

reduced from affluent circumstances to that of carting water for sale about the

streets of that City. When remonstrated with for having resorted to such a humble
occupation, he replied, that so far from his trade being poor or contemptible, he

was one of the most independent men, and had the largest capital of any man in

Paris. He had the River Seine to fall back upon, and so long as that poured

forth her resources and that people wanted water, he could not be a poor man.

So was it here, they had the largest supply of the best Ice in the world, merely

for the trouble of getting it. With a wharf at Point Levy, ships might take shelter

under its lee, and load their cargoes from ice taken alongside with the greatest

possible despatch.

Mr. Tibbits, in moving the 4th Resolution, remarked, that he had long been

impressed with the importance of an Ice Bridge, from personal observation he

was convinced that we might have a Bridge during at least four months of the

winter, which, together with steam navigation across the other six, gave an un-

interrupted intercourse during ten months of the year, the advantages of which it

was difficult, if not impossible, to estimate.
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{To the Editor of the Quebec Gazette.)

Sir,—About this time last year you published some letters of mine, in order

to draw the attention of our Citizens to the great importance of a more safe and
regular commuuication between this City and the south shore, than that by canoes.

There was a public meeting of the inhabitants of this City called, and a Com-
mittee chosen, for the purpose of entertaining and discussing the merits of a va-

riety of plans offered to them by different individuals, as to the most probable
means of getting the Ice to form a Bridge early in the winter. The documents
placed before the Committee were elaborately and impartially considered, and
the report thereupon will, I trust, be laid before the public authorities of the

Province at the opening of Parliament; at the same time it will be necessary for

all those who have an interest in the object in view, to use every possible exer-

tion to carry it into effect, and clearly defined, as to the advantage of a natural

Bridge of this description for three or four months during the winter.

It is now evident that there will be soon two Railroads, the one from Trois
Pistoles, the other from Richmond, both having their terminus on the south shore

(and possibly at one point, Hadley Cove); this terminus being so high up above
the City will considerably increase the distance and difficulties in crossing the

river by canoes. I therefore maintain that it will be absolutely necessary to find

some better and safer means of crossing to this City during the four severe winter
months. A Suspenston Bridge would be attended with enormous expense, and
from the great extent of span between the pillars, rather doubtful as to its effi-

cacy in sustaining the weight of cars in passing over it in winter; but if it be
possible (and I believe it to be so,) by simply assisting nature to the effect of for-

ming an fee Bridge, early in the fall, by laying down a few blocks in that part

of the River that I have already suggested in a former letter, on the shoal off Point
Levi Church, which shoal has hitherto been the natural key to the formation of an
Ice Bridge between the south shore and the city ; it would be the means of con-
necting the south with the North Shore Railroad, having Quebec for its terminus
instead of Hadley Cove.

It has been considered by some people that a continuation of wharf from the

Point Levi shore to the outer part of the shoal, would be desirable on many
accounts, but which I object to for this reason : The more the current is confined,

the more rapid it will become in the channel, and which in some measure would
decrease the probability of its taking across at an early period. I would there-

fore recommend to lay blocks, and however they may be connected above, admit
both flood and ebb to pass freely between them; the ice will form upon the sur-

face and the water pass underneath. These blocks would not only be a great protec-

tion to the anchorage of Ihe harbor and wharves, but would pay a good percent-
age upon the outlay, by forming a depot for coals, steamers, deals, staves, &c,
&c; also for ships to load cargoes at, having a low colored light on the outer
block, for the convenience of shipping running up or down in dark nights.

There are so many advantages attending this simple plan, of general interest to the

public, that it becomes the duty as well as the interest of the inhabitants, to press

upon the Members for the City, and others who may have influence with a res-

ponsible government, the absolute necessity of an outlay of public money in.

order to procure a more speedy and safe transit between the north and south shore,

in connection with the railroads and the back country, from whence the chief

supplies to the Quebec market must be derived.
Should the finances of the Province not be in a position to grant a few thou-

sand pounds for so laudable a purpose, it might be good policy to Messrs.

Jackson & Co., whose interest it would be to connect their Railroads with this

City, by every practicable means within reach of their profitable diggings; but,

however, as our City Fathers are getting into the good old habit of laying out the
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the cash of the Citizens on public works, it would not, I think, be asking too

much, were they to issue Debentures, or guarantee the interest on the outlay

;

nor do I see any just reason why the interest of the inhabitants of Quebec should
not be (in a fair proportion) assisted out of the public revenue, as well as that of

our neighbours.

I remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

R. JULYAN,
Assistant Harbour Master, Quebec.

Quebec, February 5th, 1853.

Quebec, 16th February', 1852.

At a meeting of the Committee appointed by the Meeting of the Citizens of
Quebec, on the 13th instant, held for the purpose of ascertaining the practicability

of forming an Ice Bridge at Quebec, held this day at the Court of Appeals Room.
Present :—Messrs. Dunbar Ross, James Tibbits, J. G. Tourangeau, William

Henderson, J. G. Clapham, William Lampson, W. H. A. Davies, Captain
Julyan, Dr. Rousseau, and Francois Buteau, Esquires.

Dunbr.r Ross, Esquire, was called to the Chair.

On motion of J. Tibbits, Esquire, seconded by J. G. Clapham, Esquire,
George Henderson, Esquire, was added to the Committee.

On motion of W. Henderson, Esquire, Seconded by Capt. Julyan, it was
Resolved^ That Dunbar Ross, Esquire, be the Chairman of the Committee, and
W. H. A. Davies, Esquire, be the Secretary. That the Committee do meet every
Monday at 2 o'clock, P. M., and that five Members do constitute the quorum of

the Committee.
Resolved,—That His Worship the Mayor of the City, be respectfully requested

to join the Committee, and that he be further requested to afford a Room in the

City Hall for the use of the Committee when sitting.

Resolved,—That the Corporation of Quebec, be respectfully requested to

afford the Committee communication oi the evidence taken before a Committee
of the Council, in relation to an Ice Bridge in 1842.

Ordered,—That the Secretary do write to the Mayor, communicating the

foregoing Resolutions.

Mr. William Henderson laid before the Committee a Draft of a Circular

requesting information on the subject of an Ice Bridge, which was adopted.
Ordered,—That the Secretary do print 200 copies of the said Circular, in each

language, and that they be distributed among the Members of the Committee, to

be by them addressed to such persons in the community, as they may judge able

to afford the Committee any useful information.

Resolved,—That those Members of the Committee who have paid attention

to this subject, be requested to furnish the Committee with all the information
they may have collected on this subject, in writing.

A subscription paper was then handed round, and the sum of five pounds
was subscribed among the Members present, towards paying the incidental

expenses of the Committee.
Ordered,—That the Secretary do address a Circular to the Master and War-

den of the Trinity House of Quebec, and also one to the Board of Trade in this

City, requesting them to favor the Committee with their views on the subject.

Adjourned.

W. H. A. DAVIES,
Secretary to Committee.
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October, 23rd February, 1852.

At a Meeting of the Committee held this day,

present :—Dunbar Ross, Esquire, in the Chair ; Messrs. W. Lampson,
George Henderson, J. G. Clapham, M. P. P., William Henderson, Francois
Lemieux, M. P. P., Captain Julyan, and the Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read.

Resolved,—That Messrs. Joseph Hamel, Henry Atkinson, John Porter and
Benjamin Tremain be Members of this Committee.

The Secretary laid before the meetingtheCircularshehadhad printed. He also

stated that he had written to His Worship the Mayor, as directed at the last meeting,
and that His Worship had granted them the Room, they then met in for the use of
the Committee, and had also directed the City Clerk to give communication to

this Committee of the evidence taken before a Committee of the Council in 1842,
in relation to an Ice Bridge. The Report and evidence were accordingly laid

on the table for the use of the Committee, and read by the Secretary.

Mr. William Henderson read a communication on the proposed Ice Bridge,
accompanied by a copy of Captain Bayfield's Chart of the Harbour of Quebec on
an enlarged scale, made by Mr. Henderson.

William Patton, Esq., attended the Committee and gave some valuable in-

formation, which at the request of the Committee, he promised to commit to writ-
ing for the use of the Committee.

A letter from H. N. Patton, Esq., on the Ice Bridge, was read.

A letter from J. G. Clapham, Esq., on the same subject, was read by the
Secretary. Mr. Clapham' s letter was accompanied by a copy of a letter to Mr.
Clapham from Mr. W Henderson, written in 1842, and also by a sketch of the
River St. Lawrence between Cap Rouge and the landing place of Captain Bazile
Demer, by a copy of the Canadien newspaper of the 4th of March, 1842, and by
the extract of a Toronto paper.

Adjourned.
W. H. A. DAVIES,

Secretary.

Quebec, 1st March, 1852.

. At a Meeting of the Committee held this day

—

Present :—Messrs. William Henderson, Wm. Lampson, J. G. Clapham,
G. Henderson, and the Secretary.

William Henderson, Esquire, was called to the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read.

Messrs. Dunbar Ross, Benjamin Tremain, J. G. Tourangeau, entered.

Mr. M. Scott attended the Committee, and read a communication on the sub-
ject of an Ice Bridge.

Letters from Captain Lambly, late Harbour Master, and Mr. Francois Gour-
deau, Superintendent of Pilots, were read by the Secretary.

Mr. McKutchen attended the Committee and explained verbally his ideas
on the best manner of stopping the Ice.

Mr, McKutchin was requested to favor the Committee with his ideas in
writing.

Adjourned.

W. H. A. DAVIES,
Secretary Committee.
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Quebec, Sth March, 1852.

At a Meeting of the Committee held this day

—

Present:—Dunbas Ross, Esquire, in the Chair ; Messrs. William Henderson,
Joseph Hamel, J. G. Tourangeau, Dr. Rousseau, Captain Julyan, Wra. Lampson,
Geo. Henderson, M. Scott, J. G. Clapham, and the Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read.

Communications were read from Capt. Julyan, Assistant Harbour Master

;

Capt. Lambly, Late Harbour Haster ; The Trinity Board, Quebec ; Henry Atkin-
son, Esquire, Capt, D. Vaughan, Mr. E. H. Sewell, and Mr. Js. E. Verrault, Point
Levi.

Also, a Plan for stopping the Ice by means of ropes streched across the River,

by Mr. White, Stevedore.

Mr. White attended the Committee, and exhibited a Model shewing the

manner which the ropes should be placed.

The following Resolutions were then passed :

Resolved,— 1st. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the formation

of a periodical Ice Bridge in the vicinity of Quebec would not retard the opening
of the Navigation of the River St. Lawrence. Passed unanimously.

Resolved,—2nd. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that, the Ice Bridge
should be formed, if possible, at or near Quebec. Mr. Scott only dissenting.

Resolved,—3rd. That it is the opinion of this Committee, the erection of

wharves is the best means to effect the object in view.—Messrs. Geo. Henderson,
J. G. Clapham, Dr. Rousseau, Wm. Lampson, and the Secretary voting in the

affirmation. Messrs. J. G. Tourangeau, Captain Julyan, Wm. Henderson, and the

Chairman voting in the negative ; the two former gentlemen voting for Blocks,

and the two latter for the employment of Wharves and Blocks, jointly.

Messr,s. M. Scott and Js. Hamel having retired,

Resolved,—4th. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the necessary

works should be constructed at and opposite to the Point Levi Shoal. Mr. W.
Henderson dissentient.

Resolved,—5th, That it is the opinion of this Committee, that in order to

secure the formation of an Ice Bridge every year, a wharf should also be erected

on the North or Beauport side of the River. Unanimous.
Resolved,—6th. That is the opinion of this Committee, that these wharves

should not be constructed exclusively with a view to a periodical formation of an
Ice Bridge, but in connexion with the improvement of the Harbour, by making
them serve as Break-waters,—and they should be adapted to purposes of Com-
merce in order to produce a revenue.—Mr. Wm Henderson, dissentient.

Resolved,—7th. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the contem-
plated work is one that should be constructed by the Provincial Government, and
that consequently the Legislature should be applied to for the means.

Resolved,—8th. That the Chairman, Secretary, and Mr. Wm. Henderson be

a Committee to draw up a Report to be presented to the Committee at its next

sitting.

Adjourned.
W. H. A. DAVIS,

Secretary to Committee.

Quebec, 15^/i March, 1852.

At a Meeting of the Committee held this day— .

Present :—Dunbar Ross, Esq., in the Chair ; Messrs. William Henderson,

Wm. Lampson, J. G. Clapham, Captain Julyan, and the Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read.
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The Secretary read a communication on the question how far would an Ice

Bridge tend to retard the opening of the navigation in the spring.

The Chairman from the Committee appointed to draw up a Report to be sub-

mitted to the General Meeting of the Citizens, brought up a draft of a proposed
Report, which after discussion, clause by clause, were amended.

Resolved,—That the Report, as amended, be submitted to the Committee
again at a Meeting to be called for that purpose on Thursday next, the 10th inst.

Adjourned.
W. H. A. DAVIS,

Secretary.

Quebec, \8th March, 1852.

At a Meeting of the Committee held this day

—

Present :—Dunbar Ross, Esq., in the Chair. ; Messrs. Captain Julyan, J. G.
Clapham, W. Lampson, George Henderson, Wm. Henderson, the Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read.

The Secretary laid before the Committee a letter from William Patton, Esq.,
on the subject of an Ice Bridge, which was read.

William Henderson, Esq., laid before the Committee several estimates of the
costs of erecting Wharfs and Piers at Point Levy.

George Henderson, Esq., laid before the Committee a more detailed account
of his plan of stopping the Ice, accompanied by a plan of the same.

Captain Julyan read some remarks to the Committee on the necessity of con-
fining the cost of the works for stopping the Ice to as small an amount as possible.

The Report, as amended, was laid before the Committee by the Chairman,
and unanimously adopted.

Resolved,—That the Chairman do get the Report fairly copied and translated
into French, to be laid before the General Meeting.

Resolved,—That the Chairman do call a Public Meeting of the Citizens, to
receive the Report for the 25th March, pursuant to the adjournment on the 16th
February.

Adjourned.

W. H. A. DAVIS,
Secretary.

Quebec, 14th April, 1852.

At a Metting of the Citizens of Quebec, held pursuant to adjournment from
25th March, this day at the City Hall, for the purpose of receiving the Report of
the Committee appointed at the Meeting of the 14th February last, to ascertain

the practicability of forming a periodical Ice Bridge.

Dunbar Ross, Esquire, in the Chair:

The Report of the Committee was laid before the Meeting, and read by the

Chairman.
The following Resolutions were unanimously passed :

Moved by Mr. W. Paterson, seconded by P. Sheppard, Esq.,—That the Report
now read be received and adopted, and that the newspapers of this City be
requested to publish the same.

Moved by Mr. John Paterson, seconded by P. Gingras,—That the Report of

the Committee, with the accompanying Documents, be printed in pamphlet form
for the information of the Citizens.
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Moved by Mr. R. Macdonell, seconded by Mr. R. Pooler,—That the same
Committee be requested to continue their labours, and to adopt all such measures

as they may deem necessary for carrying the project of a periodical Ice Bridge

into execution.

Moved by Mr. W. J. Bickell, seconded by Mr. W. Paterson,—That a Sub-
scription List be now opened for the purpose of defraying the expenses of printing,

&c.
The Chairman having left the Chair, Dr. Rousseau was called to it ; and it

was unanimously Resolved :

—

On motion of Mr. W. Henderson, seconded by Mr. Geo. Henderson,—That
the thanks of the Meeting be given to Dunbar Ross, Esquire, for his conduct in

the Chair, and for the trouble he has taken in drawing up the able Report laid

before this Meeting.

The Meeting then adjourned.

W. H. A. DAVIES,
Secretary.

The Committee to whom were referred the Resolutions passed at a meeting of the

Citizens of Quebec , held pursuant to notice at the Court House, on the 13th

day of February last, for the purpose of adopting measures to secure an Ice

Bridge, at or near Quebec, during each winter, beg leave to submit the fol-

lowing Report

:

The formation of a periodical Ice Bridge to connect the north and south

shores of the St. Lawrence at Quebec, has long been a desideratum with its in-

habitants, and has frequently formed the subject of anxious and not uninterest-

ing discussion. Your Committee, deeply impressed with the magnitude of such

an undertaking—the feasibility of which they had assumed the responsibility of

ascertaining, and fully appreciating its intimate connexion with the interests of

the City, and the comforts of its inhabitants, proceeded without loss of time, and
with all possible diligence to the performance of their task. They deemed it of

the last importance, that in view of an enterprise of this nature—so novel, and
apparently so arduous in its character, the most ample information within their

reach should be procured ; and in furtherance of this object, they addressed them-

selves as well by a notice in the public papers, as by private circulars, to all

persons disposed to co-operate with the Committee in promoting this great mea-
sure, and in elaborating its principles and details.

The Committee have derived very great information and assistance in the

prosecution of their labours from the able Report of the Committee of the City

Council, dated the 13th February, 1842, on the same subject, politely communi-
cated by his Worship the Mayor. They were also favored with valuable papers

from the following gentlemen, viz

:

William Henderson, Esquire, of Frampton, accompanied by a copy upon an
enlarged scale prepared by himself, of Captain Bayfield's Chart of the river near

Quebec, and a very full estimate in detail of the cost of construction of wharves
ane blocks of various dimensions for arresting the Ice ;—Horatio Nelson Patton,

Esquire, J. G. Clapham, Esquire, M. P. P. with a sketch of the river at Cap
Rouge, and the copy of a letter addressed by Mr. Henderson to Mr. Clapham, a*

chairman of the Committee of the City Council, on the 8th March, 1842 ;—Michael

Scott, Esquire, of Cap Rouge ;—John Lambly, Esquire, late, and for many years,

Harbour Master of the Port of Quebec, with a chart of the river ;—Mr. Francois

Goudreau, Superintendent of Pilots;—Henry Atkinson, Esquire;—Mr. David
Vaughan, Master Mariner and Ship-builder ;—Mr. E. W. Sewell, Ship-builder,
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with a drawing of the midship section of a Steamer recommended as a winter

Ferry Boat between Quebec and Point Levi ;—Mr. Francois E. Verrault, with

estimates of the probable cost of the works proposed by him ;—R. Julyan, Esq.,

Captain Royal Navy and Assistant Harbour Master for the Port of Quebec, with

estimates of the probable cost of the necessary works ;—George Henderson, Esq.,

J. P., with a plan exhibiting various schemes for the formation of a buoyant cable

or hawser supported on the surface of the water by straw drawn as for thatch

and lapped round the cable with spun yarn, making it of the thickness of a flour-

barrel, or with flour-barrels or water-tight boxes at short intervals ;—and William
Patton, Esquire.

The Committee are also much indebted to Messrs. William Patton, William
McCutcheon and—White, for their valuable suggestions and opinion, furnished

orally to the Committee, with a model, from Mr. White, exhibiting the mode on
which a rope-boom ought to be placed across the river.

The Committee were also favored with an able paper from W. H. A. Davies,

Esquire, the Secretary to the Committee, on the subject of the objection made to

a periodical Ice Bridge, on the ground that it would retard the opening of the

navigation.

The Committee, after having carefully examined and considered the opinions

and evidence laid before them by men of science and experience, have had no
occasion to doubt for a moment the correctness of the universally prevalent

opinion in favor of the practicability of a periodical Ice Bridge. Neither did
they deem it necessary to seek for any additional evidence of the manifest benefits

to be derived from it, as affording an enlarged and more certain and equalized
supply of very many of the necessaries of life, more especially such as enter into

the daily wants of the industrial classes, or of its inappreciable advantages in

promoting the health of the inhabitants, by furnishing a more extended field for

exercise and recreation in the open air during the tedium of our winter months.
Entertaining these views, they proceeded first to the consideration of an ob-

jection raised by a few persons to the periodical formation of an Ice Bridge,
predicted upon its supposed tendency to retard tne opening of the navigation of
the river St. Lawrence in the Harbour of Quebec, and its consequent damage to

the commercial interests of the country. On this question your Committee are
of opinion, that great reliance may be placed upon the arguments adduced by
Mr. Davies, in his paper already referred to, in which, in their opinion he has
successfully combatled this prejudice. He shews that during a period of twenty
years, the average date of the arrival of the first steam boats from Montreal, in

those years in which there has been no Ice Bridge is the 23rd April ; and that in
in those years in which there has been a Bridge, it is the 27th April ; and that as
to the arrival of vessels from sea, the average time has been the 1st May, as well
in years in which there has been a Bridge, as in those in which there has been
none. That the variable periods of the opening of the navigation, depend upon
natural laws uninfluenced by trivial artificial obstructions, namely :

1st. The rising of the temperature in the St. Lawrence, by an accession of
waters from southern and warmer regions ; 2nd. The consequent rise and enlarge-
ment of its stream, and the corresponding rise and the disengagement of the Ice
from the shoals and beaches ; 3rd. The gradual increase in the temperature of
the earth as the sun advances towards the north,—the regular and uniform opera-
tion of these great causes, being evidenced annually in Canada by the almost
simultaneous breaking up and departure of the Ice from lake St. Peter, the river
St. Charles and the north channel of the Island of Orleans,—thus demonstrating
how very little the operation of these great physical movements, which extend
their influence over several latitudes, could be retarded or disturbed by the ac-
cident of a Bridge from Quebec to Point Levi, or the comparatively insignificant

E63
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body of Ice of which it would be composed. Your Committee, after a full and
deliberate consideration of the main object which I hey had in view, were quite

prepared, even upon the supposition of its causing a few days delay in the opening
of the navigation, to give an unqualified opinion in favor of the utility of an Ice

Bridge, under a settled conviction that such a temporary impediment to the navi-

gation, even were it seriously to be dreaded, would still be greatly overbalanced
by the manifold advantages accruing from the measure in other points of view.
But the inquiry made by the Committee into this objection has led to a unanimous
conclusion, that there is no reason whatever to appprehend such a prejudicial

effect upon the navigation. They are moreover of opinion that a Bridge obtained
by the aid of artificial means in the commencement of the severe frosts of winter,

would in all probability be formed of new and thin Ice, and would naturally

extend up to, and beyond Cap Rouge, and would thereby rather facilitate the

openingof the navigation, by.pre venting the accumulation of drift ice in the narrows
at the latter place, and the occasional jamming of the ice at Quebec, which, in

boisterous seasons when such casualties are most likely to occur, constitute the

most formidable, if not the only obstacles to the opening of the navigation, and
depend upon causes the magnitude of which place them entirely beyond the

control of human agency.

The Committee having thus in their judgment, surmounted all the prelimi-

nary objections, next turned their attention to the consideration of the means by
which the object in view could best be attained, whether by the erection of blocks

or wharves on either shore, with a view to the narrowing of the main stream at

some given point, and thereby the more easily causing a stoppage of the large

sheets of Ice ; or by placing across the stream from shore to shore a continuous
line of cables, floats, or net work, secured by anchors, in order to assist the action

of the frost and the formation of new Ice, as well as to arrest the sheets of Ice at

an early period of the season, as they would then offer a comparatively small resis-

tance. . The selection of these two modes having been put to the vote, it was
decided that resort should be had to blocks or wharves, as offering the greater

prospect of success for the undertaking.

The place best adapted for the formation of a Bridge, next occupied the at-

tention of the Committee. Various propositions were submitted to the Committee,
recommending different localities for the construction of the necessary works,

some advocating a point at the narrows near Cap Rouge, and others, several

points below Quebec. The reasons urged in favor of Cap Rouge were founded

upon the rapid narrowing of the river at that place, and the consequent greater

facility in arresting the Ice, as shewn by the fact that the river takes there almost

every winter, for shorter or longer periods, without the aid of artificial means;
added to the great probability of having an Ice Bridge at Quebec, by the mere
action of the frost and the freezing of the river from side to side, which, in the

event of a Bridge being already formed at Cap Rouge, would not be impeded or

damaged by drift Ice. In favor of Quebec, it was contended that an Ice Bridge

at Cap Rouge tended to jam the river, and might in some seasons delay the

opening of the navigation between Quebec and Montreal, and that it was by no

means certain that a bridge at Cap Rouge would necessarily secure the forma-

tion of one at Quebec, without the aid of artificial means. That in the event of

a failure to form a Bridge at Cap Rouge, the blocks or wharves erected there

would be comparatively valueless, while at or near Quebec they would add

gi'eatly to the safety of the Harbour, and might be adapted to purposes of com-
merce and made to yield a revenue; besides, that the formation of a Bridge in

the vicinity of the City, if at all practicable, was the most desirable, independently

of any adventitious advantages which it might possess, and ought to be attempted

there in preference to more remote localities. The question being put to the vote,

was decided in favor of Quebec.
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Having thus disposed of the rival claims of Cap Rouge and Quebec, the

Committee next proceeded to the selection of one of the two places suggested as

sites for the construction of the necessary works below the City, namely : • Point.

Levi Shoal, on the right bank of the River, immediately in front of the Roman
Catholic Church of that Parish, and a point about half a mile further down, and
nearly opposite to the head of the Island of Orleans. With respect to Point Levi

Shoal, it was argued that the erection of Blocks or Wharves there, running into

deep water, with a Block or Wharf on the opposite shore or beach of the River

St. Charles, also extending into deep water, would narrow the ma'n stream from

1250 yards—its breadth at the City—to a space of about 950 yards, between the

Blocks or Wharves, and would thereby arrest the large sheets of new Ice formed

in the early part of the winter in the bays above Quebec, and sent adrift by the

tide, and thus secure a Bridge every winter. Further—that Blocks or Wharves
erected at Point Levy Shoal would form a breakwater to the harbour, and add
greatly to its safety in gales of easterly wind, to which it is now much exposed,

and which have heretofore caused so much destruction of life and property ; and
by reason of their greater proximity to the City, would be better adapted to pur-

poses of commerce and the production of a revenue. It was also advanced, as

an additional argument in favor of this locality, that it presented great facilities

for the erection of a Railroad station, and that if it should be determined to

connect the projected Halifax and Quebec Railroad with one to Montreal, on
the north side of the St. Lawrence, this spot must of necessity be selected, as being

situate opposite to the only place from which a Railroad to Montreal ought to

take its departure, namely, from a point at the embouchure of the River St.

Charles, in order to avoid the ascent and descent of the high ground upon which
the City of Quebec is built. On behalf of the point opposite to the head of the

Island of Orleans, it was contended, that although the distance between the outer-

most piers to be placed in the same depth as those proposed at Point Levi Shoal

would be greater than at the latter place, the direct distance across the stream,

at right angles with the course of the current, from the south pier to the belt or

breastwork of ice which would form upwards along the stream from the north

pier, would not exceed 675 yards,— thus actually narrowing the open water

channel to that breadth. That the river was much shallower at this point, and
that in consequence of a large body of water being there diverted into the channel

on the north side of the Island, the volume of water descending the main channel

of the river, being so much smaller, its rapidity and force are consequently much
diminished, thus removing or lessening one of the great obstacles to the forma-

tion of an Ice Bridge. That, moreover, from the diagonal direction of the line

between the Blocks or Wharves on the two shores, the lower end of the Ice con-

stituting the Bridge, would rest on the ground Ice at the head of the Island, which
would enable it to sustain the more easily the pressure of the descending masses.

That these favourable circumstances combined with the known fact, that the

river along the Beauport shoal, and across the mouth of the north channel, for a
considerable distance into the main stream, invariably takes every year, at an
early period of the season, gave a decided advantage to this place for the forma-

tion of an Ice Bridge. These two important points having undergone a careful

and protracted discussion, the question was decided in favor of Point Levy shoal,

—the Committee being of opinion that even although an Ice Bridge might be

more easily secured at the Lower Point, the works to be constructed for that pur-

pose, would not afford the same protection to the harbour, nor yield an equal re-

venue, with those at the point nearest to the City.

Having thus resolved, under the circumstances, and in consideration of the

contemplated coincident advantages likely to accrue from the works in question,

that Point Levi Shoal was the more eligible site for their erection, the Committee
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next proceeded to the determination of the no less important question of the

nature of the works best adapted to the end proposed. Three distinct propositions

were then submitted ; one for a continuous solid wharf, extending from the shore
to deep water ; another, for one or more insulated Blocks, and a third, lor a wharf
near the shore, in conjunction with one or more Blocks running into deep water,
in the same line with the wharf. It was contended that the solid and continuous
wharf was entitled to a preference, inasmuch as it combined the two-fold advan-
tage of forming a more effectual break water for the protection of the harbour,
and was better adapted for the erection of buildings for the wants of trade, and
the production of a revenue ; and that any apprehension as to the increasing of
the force of the current by a continuous solid wharf, would be obviated, or would
not at all be felt, in consequence of the greater expansion of the river towards the

Beauport shore opposite to that part; and moreover, that this long wharf would
cause an eddy which would be favorable to the retention and stoppage of the ice.

On the other hand, it was argued that a continuous wharf, extending in one solid

mass from the shore to its utmost limit in deep water, was objectionable, by reason
of its tendency, notwithstanding the greater expansion of the stream there, to

concentrate, in a greater or less degree, the waters of the St. Lawrence within
narrower limits, thereby increasing its velocity and consequent force at that point

;

and that instead of facilitating the stoppage of the Ice, it might have a directly

contrary effect, because a direction would be given by this long wharf to the

current outwards into the main stream, which would draw off into mi^channel
the sheets of drift Ice, by means of which the foundation, so to speak, of an Ice
Bridge was to be laid, whereas, by permitting the waters of the river still to flow
between the blocks or the piers of a wharf, shoreward of the deep water block,
the suction produced by this current would cause the sheets to be drawn upon
the outer block, and there to turn as upon a pivot, and, by thus retarding their

progress, would create a jam, from the other sheets coming up in succession to

the narrowed pass.

The Committee, before determining upon the relative merits of these differ-

ent schemes, took into consideration the probable cost of each, in ascertaining
which they were greatly assisted by the very elaborate and minute estimates pre-

pared and submitted to them, by Mr. Henderson, exhibiting the cost of three

modes of construction.

After a full consideration of the respective merits and advantages of these

different schemes, and the probable cost of each, it was resolved to recommend
the construction of a continuous wharf, 2000 feet long, with a uniform breadth of

100 feet, running into 6 fathoms of water, and a block on the opposite shore to

be sunk in the same depth, the aggregate cost of which would amount to £15,000.
It was further resolved that these works should not be erected exclusively

with a view to the periodical formation of an Ice Bridge,but in connexion with
the amelioration of the harbour, and the production of a revenue, by adapting
them to purposes of trade.

Although many of the foregoing points, which have reference to the site,

and to the description, quality, and cost of the works required for the periodical

formation of an Ice Bridge, involve questions of minute detail, depending upon
art, science and experience, and which must still, as a matter of course, remain
subject to such alterations and modifications as upon a maturer consideration and
judgment may be deemed necessary by those to whom this important undertaking
may be hereafter confided. Your Committee, nevertheless, rely with the greatest

confidence upon the accuracy of the information collected by them, and of the

conclusion to which they have come, in respect of the practicability of an Ice

Bridge, and the inestimable advantages to result from it, as well as from the

works required for its formation ; and they, therefore, unhesitatingly recommend
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to their fellow citizens of Quebec, to use their utmost endeavour to carry the

scheme into execution without loss of time, in order to ensure its successful and
speedy accomplishment.

There yet remained one other question of no small importance connected

with this subject, and which was obviously within the sphere of the duty assign-

ed to the Committee, namely, the determination of the ways and means by which
the necessary funds were to be obtained ;—whether from contributions in money
and materials from the inhabitants of Quebec, and the adjacent localities, or by
means of a private company, which should carry the project into execution at

their own risk, with the aid, in either case, of such grants as might be procured

from the Legislature, or by an application to the government to have the works
undertaken under public authority. The Committee were unanimously of opinion,

that in order to accomplish an undertaking of such magnitude, so intimately

connected with the improvement of the navigation of the River St. Lawrence,
and the general commerce of the country, more especially with regard to the

greater degree of protection required for the safety of the shipping, and of the

large and valuable rafts of timber, and other descriptions of lumber, brought down
annually to the Port of Quebec, and wThich constitute its staple articles of export,

as well as for the security of small craft frequenting the harbour from the Lower
Ports and the Upper Lakes, the proper course was by an application to the Legis-

lature to have these works constructed at the expense of the Province ; and that peti-

tions to that effect should be forthwith prepared for signature, and presented to

the three branches at the next Session of Parliament.

Your Committee cannot conclude this Report without expressing the unfeigned
pleasure and pride they feel in recording the alacrity and industry displayed

by many gentlemen in the community—as well members of the Committee as

others, in applying themselves to the task of collecting information, in every
branch of the subject, and reducing to writing their individual opinions and sug-

gestions, as well as the general satisfaction which the prospect of a periodical

Ice Bridge has spread throughout the City and adjacent country parts. It is to

be hoped that the same zeal will continue to manifest itself in the further prose-

cution of our labours, and that it will not be suffered to relax until it shall have
given more substantial proofs of its existence, by the ultimate achievement of the

grand object contemplated at the commencement, and which has been so long
and so ardently desired by the inhabitants of the City and District of Quebec.
The whole, nevertheless, humbly submitted.

DUNBAR ROSS, Chairman.

Quebec, 14th April, 1862.
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